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ϞᏖ݀ৌᇍᢙֱϔⳈᰃ៥䆕ࠌᏖഎϞᮍ݇⊼ⱘϔϾ⛺⚍䯂乬ΖѢࠊ
ᴗ⾕ҎᬊⲞ⧚䆎Δᴀ᭛䅸Ў݇㘨ᮍᢙֱᰃ㙵㙵ϰ㒻䌘䞥ऴ⫼Ε݇㘨ѸᯧПৢ䖯ϔ
ℹᥣぎϞᏖ݀ৌⱘ㸠ЎΖ䗮䖛ᇍϞᏖ݀ৌ20032004ϸᑈⱘ㒣偠᭄䖯㸠ᅲ䆕ߚᵤ
থ⦄ΔϞᏖ݀ৌᦤկ݇㘨ᢙֱⱘὖ⥛᭄乱Ϣϔ㙵ϰⱘᣕ㙵↨՟ᰒ㨫䋳Ⳍ݇Δ
Ϣᰃ৺䲚ಶ᠔ሲᰒ㨫ℷⳌ݇ΔϢ䌘ѻ䋼䞣ᰒ㨫䋳Ⳍ݇Ζ㗗㰥㵡䌘⦃๗㑺ᴳⱘᚙމ
ϟΔϞ䗄݇㋏ҡ✊៤ゟΖৠᯊΔᏖഎᇍ݇㘨ᢙֱ݀ਞߎخњᰒ㨫Ў䋳ⱘডᑨΖᴀ᭛
佪㋏㒳ഄᦤկњ㙵㙵ϰҹᢙֱⱘᔶᓣᥣぎϞᏖ݀ৌⱘ㒣偠䆕Ζ
ߏڑҭΚ݇㘨ᢙֱΕ㙵ᴗ㒧ᵘΕ䌘ѻ䋼䞣Εᥣぎ
* ᴀ䆎᭛ᕫࠄϞ⍋䆕ࠌѸᯧ᠔ϘϞ䆕㘨ড়ⷨお䅵ߦ䇒乬ϙⱘ䌘ࡽΔгᰃᆊ㞾✊⾥
ᄺ䞥乍Ⳃ ΰ ᡍޚো70473055 α ᬭ㚆䚼Ҏ᭛⼒⾥ⷨおഄ䞡乍Ⳃ ΰ ᡍޚো
05JJD630027αҹঞᆊ⼒Ӯ⾥ᄺ䞥乍Ⳃΰᡍޚো08BJY021αⱘ䰊↉ᗻ៤ᵰΖ
ᛳ䇶ϸԡओৡᅵ〓Ҏ Ε ᠻ㸠㓪䕥䰜Ϫᬣᬭᥜਈϰ䕝मᦤߎⱘᓎ䆒ᗻׂᬍᛣ
㾕Ζᛳ䇶Ϟ⍋䆕ࠌѸᯧ᠔श䲘呄催㑻㒣⧚Ε⥟ᓎमҹঞϞ⍋ᆊӮ䅵ᄺ䰶߬
ྨमᇍᴀ᭛ⱘᐂࡽᓎ䆂Ζᔧ✊Δ᭛䋷㞾䋳Ζ
1
ᵒΔϞ⍋䋶㒣ᄺӮ䅵ᄺ䰶म⫳Ζ㘨㋏ഄഔΚϞ⍋Ꮦᴼ⌺ऎᬓゟ䏃580ᓘ53402ᅸΔ䚂㓪Κ200433Ζ⬉䆱Κ+86-21-6510 3186ΖEmail: tangsong@mail.shufe.edu.cnΖ
2
਼㡃 Δ Ϟ⍋䋶㒣ᄺӮ䅵ᄺ䰶म⫳ Ζ ഄഔ Κ Ϟ⍋Ꮦᅮ䏃777号 Δ 䚂㓪 Κ
200433Ζ⬉䆱Κ+86-21-65904703ΖEmail:gl.zhou@163.comΖ
3
Ѣᯁ䕝 ΔϞ⍋䋶㒣ᄺӮ䅵ᄺ䰶म⫳ Ζ ഄഔ Κ Ϟ⍋Ꮦᬓゟ䏃580ᓘ53-402ᅸ Ι
䚂㓪Κ200433Ζ⬉䆱Κ+86-21-65103186ΖEmail: yuxuhui@mail.shufe.edu.cnΖ
4
ᄭ䫂ΔϞ⍋䋶㒣ᄺӮ䅵Ϣ䋶ࡵⷨお䰶ᬭᥜΔमᇐΔϞ⍋䋶㒣ᄺࡃ᷵䭓Δݐӏ
ЁӮ䅵ᄺӮࡃӮ䭓Δ䋶ᬓ䚼Ӯ䅵ྨ߭ޚਬӮྨਬΖഄഔΚϞ⍋Ꮦᅮ䏃
777号Ι䚂㓪Κ200433Ζ⬉䆱Κ+86-21-65114788ΖEmail: sunzheng@mial.shufe.edu.
cnΖ
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ϔΕᓩ㿔
㞾1999ᑈ4᳜Ϙễܝџӊϙ⟚থҹᴹΔ៥ϞᏖ݀ৌᇍᢙֱ䯂乬᮹Ⲟߌᰒ
ᑊ៤Ў䌘ᴀᏖഎϞᮍ݇⊼ⱘ⛺⚍Ζ㹿Ჱ⥟⤈ⱘܝ㙵ӑΕPT㉸䞥᳐Εᮄ⭚ସ
䜦㢅Εᠬ᱂㋏ᖋ䱚㋏ㄝᙊᗻᢙֱџӊЁΔϞᏖ݀ৌᢙ᭄ֱ乱䖒᭄ғܗЗ㟇᭄
कғܗПᎼΔҸҎ㾺ⳂᖗΖᙊᗻᢙֱϡҙᕅડњϞᏖ݀ৌℷᐌⱘ㒣㧹⌏ࡼΔ
ᤳᆇњϞᏖ݀ৌⱘ߽Ⲟ Δ 䖬ᇚϔѯϞᏖ݀ৌњѣᤳ Ε 䗔Ꮦ⫮㟇⸈ѻⱘ⏅
⏞Ζ᳔㒜Δ䫊㸠Ёᇣᡩ䌘㗙㩭ফњᎼᤳ༅Ζ䩜ᇍ䖭⾡ᚙމΔЁ䆕ⲥӮߚ
߿Ѣ2000ᑈ6᳜2003ᑈ8᳜Ⳍ㒻থᏗњπ݇ѢϞᏖ݀ৌЎҪҎᦤկᢙֱ᳝݇䯂
乬ⱘ䗮ⶹρΰ䆕ⲥ݀ৌᄫ[2000]61োαҹঞπ݇Ѣ㾘㣗ϞᏖ݀ৌϢ݇㘨ᮍ䌘䞥ᕔ
ᴹঞϞᏖ݀ৌᇍᢙֱ㢹ᑆ䯂乬ⱘ䗮ⶹρΰ䆕ⲥথ(2003)56োαϸϾ᭛ӊΔ5ᇍ
ϞᏖ݀ৌⱘᢙֱ㸠ЎߎخњⳈⱘ䰤ࠊ Ζ ✊㗠 Δ ḍ៥Ӏⱘ㒳䅵 Δ 2003ᑈ
2004ᑈϞᏖ݀ৌ݇㘨ᮍᦤկⱘᢙֱ乱ߚ߿㑺Ў584ғܗ497ғܗΔϞᏖ݀ৌ
ᢙֱ䯂乬ձ✊ϹዏΖѢᰃΔϔϾ㞾✊ⱘ䯂乬ህᰃΚᯢⶹᢙֱৃ㛑䗴៤㞾䑿ᤳ
༅ҹঞ䆕ⲥӮᯢ⹂䰤ࠊⱘᚙމϟΔЎԩϡᇥ݀ৌҡ✊䞣ᦤկᢙֱਸ਼ΛҔМḋ
ⱘϞᏖ݀ৌᦤկᢙֱਸ਼Λᴀ᭛ᇚᇱ䆩䗮䖛⧚䆎ᅲ䆕ߚᵤᇍ䖭ѯ䯂乬ߎخ
㾷䞞Ζ
㓐㾖៥ϞᏖ݀ৌⱘᢙֱ㸠Ў Δ ៥Ӏথ⦄ Δ ݊Џ㽕ᔶᓣᰃЎ݊݇㘨ᮍᦤ
կᎼ乱ⱘֵ⫼ᢙֱΖ៥Ӏᬊ䲚ⱘϞᏖ݀ৌ㌃䅵ᦤկᢙֱԭ乱ⱘ᭄㒳
䅵Δ62002ᑈ㟇2004ᑈϝᑈ䯈ϞᏖ݀ৌЎ݇㘨ᮍᦤկᢙֱऴ᠔᳝ᢙֱⱘ↨՟ߚ߿
催䖒52.75%Ε65.38%71.81%ΖℸΔᴀ᭛ᇚⴔ䞡ⷨおϞᏖ݀ৌⱘ݇㘨ᢙֱ䯂
乬Ζᴀ᭛ЁΔ݇㘨ᮍᰃᣛϢϞᏖ݀ৌᄬࠊϢ㹿ࠊ݇㋏ΰࣙᣀⳈ䯈
ࠊαⱘ݇㘨ᮍΔࣙᣀϞᏖ݀ৌⱘ㙵㙵ϰ7Ϣ㙵ᄤ݀ৌㄝΖ⬅ѢϞᏖ݀ৌ
ⳈЎ㙵㙵ϰᦤկᢙֱϔⳈᑓЎ䆳⮙ΔᑊϨЁ䆕ⲥӮߎৄⱘϔѯᬓㄪ⊩㾘
ᯢ᭛㾘ᅮ⽕ℶⳈЎ㙵㙵ϰᦤկᢙֱΖℸΔϞᏖ݀ৌ⦄䕗ᇥⳈЎ㙵
㙵ϰᦤկᢙֱΔ㗠Ӯ䞛পϔѯ䕗Ў᳆ᡬ䱤㬑ⱘ݊ҪᢙֱᮍᓣΖ䖭ḋΔফϞᏖ
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2000ᑈ6᳜থᏗⱘπ݇ѢϞᏖ݀ৌЎҪҎᦤկᢙֱ᳝݇䯂乬ⱘ䗮ⶹρΰ䆕ⲥ݀ৌ
ᄫ[2000]61োαЁ㾘ᅮΚϘϞᏖ݀ৌϡᕫҹ݀ৌ䌘ѻЎᴀ݀ৌⱘ㙵ϰΕ㙵ϰⱘ
㙵ᄤ݀ৌΕ㙵ϰⱘ䰘ሲӕϮ㗙ϾҎ؎ࡵᦤկᢙֱϙΖ2003ᑈ8᳜থᏗⱘπ݇Ѣ
㾘㣗ϞᏖ݀ৌϢ݇㘨ᮍ䌘䞥ᕔᴹঞϞᏖ݀ৌᇍᢙֱ㢹ᑆ䯂乬ⱘ䗮ⶹρΰ䆕ⲥথ
(2003)56োα䖯ϔℹ㾘ᅮΚϘϞᏖ݀ৌϡᕫЎ㙵㙵ϰঞᴀ݀ৌᣕ㙵50%ҹϟⱘ
݊Ҫ݇㘨ᮍΕӏԩ䴲⊩ҎऩԡϾҎᦤկᢙֱΙϞᏖ݀ৌᇍᢙֱᘏ乱ϡᕫ䍙䖛
᳔䖥ϔϾӮ䅵ᑈᑺড়ᑊӮ䅵㸼ޔ䌘ѻⱘ50%ΙϡᕫⳈ䯈Ў䌘ѻ䋳؎⥛䍙
䖛70%ⱘ㹿ᢙֱᇍ䈵ᦤկ؎ࡵᢙֱϙΖ
⦄᭄᳝ᑧЁⱘᢙ᭄ֱᰃḍϞᏖ݀ৌᢙֱ݀ਞ᧰䲚ⱘᔧᑈᢙֱথ⫳乱ΔϨϡ
ᅠᭈ䆺㒚ΖℸΔᴀ᭛ⱘ㌃䅵ᢙֱԭ乱᭄ᰃ䗮䖛ᶹ䯙2002ᑈ㟇2004ᑈ᠔᳝Ϟ
Ꮦ݀ৌⱘᑈᎹᬊ䲚ᭈ⧚ᕫߎⱘΖ
ᴀ᭛ЁΔ៥Ӏϡऎߚϔ㙵ϰϢ㙵㙵ϰΔϸ⾡䇈⊩ഛ㋏ᣛϔ㙵ϰΖ
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Ѣᯁ䕝 ᄭ䫂

݀ৌࠊⱘӕϮᇚ៤Ў᳔⧚ᛇⱘ䗝ᢽΖ᠔ҹΔᴀ᭛ᇚϞᏖ݀ৌⱘ㙵㙵ϰϞ
Ꮦ݀ৌⱘᄤ݀ৌЎϔϾᭈԧᴹߚᵤ݊ᢙֱ㸠ЎΔᑊᇚ݇㘨ᮍᢙֱ䰤ᅮℸ㣗
ೈПⱘݙᢙֱΖ
໘Ѣ䕀䔼㒣⌢䖛Ёⱘ៥䆕ࠌᏖഎⱘϔϾᴀ⡍ᕕᰃΚ៥ⱘ㒱᭄
ϞᏖ݀ৌ㹿᳝㙵㙵ϰࠊΔᑊϨ݊㙵ӑϡৃ⌕䗮Ζ⦄䰊↉ᡩ䌘㗙ֱᡸ䕗
ᔅⱘᚙމϟΔ㙵㙵ϰ᳝ࡼᴎ㛑ᥣぎΰtunnellingαϞᏖ݀ৌΔᅲ⦄݊ࠊ
ᴗ⾕ҎᬊⲞ Ζ 䞣ⱘ᭛⤂ ΰ ᅫᯢ㩟ԡ Δ 2002 Ι ᒋ⍯ Δ 2003 Ι 㚵ᯁ䰇 Δ
2004Ιᴢ⊝ㄝΔ2004Δ2005αг㸼ᯢΔ៥ϞᏖ݀ৌⱘ㙵㙵ϰ䗮䖛䌘䞥ऴ
⫼Ε݇㘨Ѹᯧᑊ䌁䞡㒘ㄝᮍᓣᥣぎϞᏖ݀ৌΔ㦋পࠊᴗᬊⲞΖ៥Ӏⶹ䘧Δ
ᔧϞᏖ݀ৌᦤկᢙֱ㗠؎ࡵҎࠄᳳ᮴ٓ䖬ϡٓ䖬ᯊΔϞᏖ݀ৌህ㽕ᡓᢙ䌨
ٓ䋷ӏΖ䖭ḋΔᔧ㙵㙵ϰ߽⫼ϞᏖ݀ৌⳈЎ݊݇㘨ᮍⱘ؎ࡵᢙֱᯊΔ
؎ࡵࠄᳳৢΔ⬅Ѣ㙵㙵ϰࠊњϞᏖ݀ৌᑊϨ؎ࡵ䗑ٓⱘ៤ᴀ䕗催Δ㙵㙵
ϰᕔᕔϡٓ䖬䌋ℒ㗠䅽ϞᏖ݀ৌᡓᢙ䖲ᏺ䌨ٓ䋷ӏΖѢᰃΔ䌋ℒህ㹿㙵ϰ
݊݇㘨ᮍ᮴ٓऴ᳝Δ㗠؎ࡵⱘٓ䖬߭⬅ϞᏖ݀ৌᴹϘфऩϙΔҢ㗠㙵㙵ϰৃҹ
ᥣぎϞᏖ݀ৌΖ㙵㙵ϰ䗮䖛߽⫼ϞᏖ݀ৌЎ݊ᄤ݀ৌ؎ࡵᢙֱⱘᚙމϟΔ
ᔧᄤ݀ৌ㦋ᕫ䫊㸠䌋ℒৢΔ㙵㙵ϰҡ✊ৃҹ䗮䖛݇㘨ѸᯧΕ䌘䞥ऴ⫼ᑊ䌁
䞡㒘ㄝᮍᓣⳈ䯈ഄᇚϞᏖ݀ৌᄤ݀ৌⱘ䌋ℒ䕀⿏ࠄ݊ЁΖ8㗠ϞᏖ݀
ৌⱘᄤ݀ৌ䌋ℒࠄᳳᯊΔᄤ݀ৌᇚٓ䖬؎ࡵ⬅ϞᏖ݀ৌᡓᢙ䖲ᏺ䌨ٓ䋷ӏΔ
㙵㙵ϰ߭Ꮖ䗮䖛Ϟ䗄䌘⑤䕀⿏䗨ᕘѿ᳝њ䖭䚼ߚ䌋ℒ䌘䞥ΔҢ㗠гᅲ⦄њᇍ
ϞᏖ݀ৌⱘᥣぎΖ9ሑㅵ䖭⾡ᥣぎᮍᓣ䕗ЎᴖᑊϨ៤ᴀⳌᑨ䕗催ΔԚ䆕ⲥӮ
䰤ࠊҹঞ䆕ࠌᏖഎখϢᮍᇍϞᏖ݀ৌᢙֱ催ᑺ݇⊼ⱘᚙމϟΔᇍ㙵㙵ϰ㗠
㿔Δ䖭ҡ✊ϡ༅Ў݊䖯㸠ᥣぎⱘϔ⾡ৃ㸠䗝ᢽΖℸΔ䖤⫼ࠊᴗ⾕ҎᬊⲞ⧚
䆎Δᴀ᭛䅸ЎΔϞᏖ݀ৌ݇㘨ᢙֱᅲ䰙Ϟᰃ݊㙵㙵ϰᥣぎϞᏖ݀ৌⱘ㸠ЎΖ
ҹ2003ᑈ㟇2004ᑈϸᑈⱘ៥A㙵ϞᏖ݀ৌЎḋᴀΔᴀ᭛䗮䖛ᅲ䆕ⷨおথ⦄ΔϞ
Ꮦ݀ৌ㙵㙵ϰᣕ㙵↨՟Ε݀ৌ䌘ѻ䋼䞣Ϣ݊݇㘨ᮍᢙֱথ⫳乱ਜᰒ㨫ⱘ䋳Ⳍ
݇݇㋏Δফ䲚ಶࠊⱘϞᏖ݀ৌ↨䴲䲚ಶࠊⱘϞᏖ݀ৌᦤկⱘᢙֱΖᑊ
ϨΔ㗗㰥݀ৌ㵡䌘⦃๗ⱘ㑺ᴳϡᕅડব䞣䯈ⱘϞ䗄݇㋏ΙᏖഎᇍ݇㘨ᢙֱ݀ਞ
ߎخњ䋳ⱘᰒ㨫ডᑨΖ䖭ѯ㒧ᵰ㸼ᯢΔ݇㘨ᢙֱᰃ㙵㙵ϰᥣぎϞᏖ݀ৌⱘϔ
⾡ᮍᓣΙᔧ݀ৌ䌘ѻ䋼䞣䕗ᏂᯊΔ䌘䞥ऴ⫼Ε݇㘨䫔ଂҹঞᑊ䌁䞡㒘ㄝᐌ㾕ᥣ
ぎᮍᓣⱘᬜᵰৃ㛑䕗ᏂΔ㙵㙵ϰؒѢ䖯ϔℹ߽⫼ϞᏖ݀ৌⱘ᮴ᔶ䌘ѻ Ϋ ֵ
䁝ᴹЎ݇㘨ᮍᦤկᢙֱΔҹ䖒ࠄᥣぎⱘⳂⱘΖ
ᴀ᭛ⱘᄺᴃᛣНѢΔҢ⧚䆎Ϟ㾷䞞њ៥ϞᏖ݀ৌᦤկ݇㘨ᢙֱⱘॳ

8
9
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ϟ᭛ϝ䚼ߚᇚӮ䆺㒚䆎䗄ℸ⾡ᚙމϟΔ㙵㙵ϰ䕀⿏䌘䞥ⱘ䖛Ζ
ᔧϞᏖ݀ৌᣕ᳝ᄤ݀ৌ100%ᕜ催↨՟ⱘ㙵ӑᯊΔ㙵㙵ϰᥣぎϞᏖ݀ৌⱘᄤ݀
ৌгⳌᔧѢᰃᥣぎњϞᏖ݀ৌΖ
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ҹঞҔМḋⱘ݀ৌؒѢᦤկ݇㘨ᢙֱΔᑊϨ䗮䖛ᅲ䆕ⷨおᕫࠄњ㒣偠᭄ⱘ
ᬃᣕΖℸΔᴀ᭛佪Ў㙵㙵ϰҹϞᏖ݀ৌᦤկ݇㘨ᢙֱⱘᮍᓣᥣぎϞᏖ݀
ৌᦤկњ㒣偠䆕Ζᴀ᭛ⱘᬓㄪНᰃΔ㽕ᛇҢḍᴀϞ㾷އϞᏖ݀ৌⱘᢙֱ䯂
乬ΔᑨҢᬍ݀ৌ㙵ᴗ㒧ᵘΕ㑺ᴳ㙵ϰ㸠Ўࡴᔎᡩ䌘㗙⊩ᕟֱᡸⴔΔ㗠
Ⳉ䰤ࠊϞᏖ݀ৌⱘᢙֱ㸠Ўৃ㛑ᬊᬜ⫮ᖂΖ
ᴀ᭛݊Ҫ䚼ߚⱘᅝᥦབϟΚѠ䚼ߚಲ乒ݙⱘⳌ݇᭛⤂Ιϝ䚼ߚᇍ
݇㘨ᢙֱ㸠Ў䖯㸠⧚䆎ߚᵤΔᑊᦤߎⷨお؛䇈Ιಯ䚼ߚᰃⷨお䆒䅵ΙѨ䚼
ߚЎᅲ䆕Ẕ偠ⱘ㒧ᵰঞߚᵤΙ᳔ৢᇍܼ᭛䖯㸠ᘏ㒧Ζ

ѠΕ᭛⤂ಲ乒
㽓ᮍ៤❳ⱘᏖഎ࣪ᴵӊϟΔ؎ࡵᢙֱ䗮ᐌᰃᢙֱҎѢ݊ᬊⲞ亢䰽ᴗ
㸵ⱘ㞾䑿߽Ⲟ᳔࣪ⱘ݀ᑇѸᯧΖ㽓ᮍᄺ㗙ᇍ؎ࡵᢙֱⱘⷨおЏ㽕䲚ЁѢབԩ
⹂ᅮ݊ᏖഎӋؐⱘߚᵤᗻⷨおΖMertonΰ1977α佪䆕ᯢњ؎ࡵᢙֱᰃϔϾ
ᓣⳟ䎠ᳳᴗΔ䖯㗠থሩњϔϾ䅵ㅫᢙֱӋؐⱘൟΖMertonൟ㸼ᯢӏϔ᱂䗮
؎ࠌⱘӋؐΔㄝѢϔϾ᮴䖱㑺亢䰽؎ࠌΰᯢ⼎ᱫᢙֱᴵℒαⱘӋؐޣএϔ
ϾΰѢ䖭Ͼ᮴䖱㑺亢䰽؎ࠌⱘαᢙֱড়ৠӋؐΖFischer, Keber, and Maringer
ΰ2001αMertonൟⱘ⸔ϞᦤߎњЎᴖⱘൟΔҪӀⱘൟৃҹ䗖⫼
Ѣϡৠᳳ䰤㒧ᵘΕᬃҬᮍᓣঞಲ䌁ㄝᴵӊϟⱘ؎ࡵᢙֱΔℸൟг䖥⦄
ᅲΖ݊Ҫᄺ㗙བJones and Masonΰ1980α߭ᦤߎњѢ᮴亢䰽ᢙֱҎⱘᢙֱӋؐ
ൟΔ䆹ൟ㒧ᵰᰒ⼎Δҹ݀ৌ䌘ѻᬊⲞⱘᮍᏂᴹ㸵䞣ⱘ؎ࠌ亢䰽䍞Δ݊ᢙ
ֱӋؐህ䍞催ΖJohnson and Stulzΰ1987αг⫼ൟ䆕ᯢњᢙֱӋؐᰃ亢䰽䆕ࠌ
䖱㑺ὖ⥛ⱘߑ᭄Ζৃ㾕Δ៤❳ᏖഎϞΔ݀ৌᇍᢙֱᰃϔ⾡Ѣ亢䰽
ᬊⲞᴗ㸵ⱘᏖഎ࣪㸠ЎΖ
✊㗠Δ៥໘Ѣ䕀䔼㒣⌢ⱘϡ៤❳ⱘ䆕ࠌᏖഎϞΔϞᏖ݀ৌⱘᢙֱ㸠Ў
থ⫳њᡁ᳆ΖϡᇥḜ՟㸼ᯢΔ䲚ಶݙ䚼ⱘ݇㘨ᮍᢙֱՓϞᏖ݀ৌ≺Ўњ㙵㙵
ϰⱘϘᦤℒᴎϙΖЏ㽕㸼⦄ЎϞᏖ݀ৌ᮴ٓЎ݇㘨ᮍᦤկ䞣ᢙֱΔᢙֱᘏ乱
ऴ݀ৌޔ䌘ѻⱘ↨՟ᕜ催⫮㟇Ѣ䍙䖛њޔ䌘ѻΔҹঞϞᏖ݀ৌЎ䲚ಶݙ䋶ࡵ亢
䰽䖛催ⱘ݇㘨ᮍᢙֱㄝ Ζ 䖭ѯ㸠Ўᰒ✊Ϣ㽓ᮍ៤❳ᏖഎϞⱘᢙֱ㸠ЎⳌᕘ
ᒁΖѢᰃΔϞᏖ݀ৌᢙֱ䯂乬ᓩ䍋њݙᄺ㗙ⱘᑓ⊯݇⊼ΖԚ⬅Ѣ᭄䕗䲒㦋
পΔ䩜ᇍ䖭ϔ䯂乬ⱘḋᴀᅲ䆕ⷨおⳂࠡ䖬Ў᭄䕗ᇥΖރḍ⽣ㄝΰ2005αᦣ䗄
ߚᵤњЁϞᏖ݀ৌᢙֱ㸠Ўⱘ㒳䅵⡍ᕕΔᑊℸ⸔Ϟᇍᕅડᢙֱ㸠Ўⱘ
㋴њϔᅮⱘᅲ䆕ߚᵤΖҪӀথ⦄ΔϞᏖ݀ৌⱘᢙֱ㸠Ўֱ᳝䆕ᢙֱأད
䖲㓁ᗻ⡍ᕕΙ䗮䖛ᢙֱΔ䫊㸠ᇚ݊ᇍᢙֱ䌋ℒ亢䰽䖯㸠䆚߿䆘߸ⱘ㘠㛑䕀
႕㒭њϞᏖ݀ৌΖ✊㗠ΔҪӀ≵᳝ऎߚ݇㘨ᢙֱ䴲݇㘨ᢙֱΔᑊϨЏ㽕ջ䞡
Ѣᦣ䗄ᗻ㒳䅵Ⳍ݇ᗻẔ偠Ζ߬ᇣᑈΕ䚥ҕ⒵ΰ2005αҹ2002ᑈ᭄Ў⸔Δ
ߚᵤњϞᏖ݀ৌᢙֱϢ݀ৌϮ㒽䌘ᴀ㒧ᵘП䯈ⱘ݇㋏ΖҪӀ䗮䖛logisticಲᔦথ
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⦄ΔϮ㒽Ꮒ䌘ѻ䋳؎⥛催ⱘϞᏖ݀ৌᇍᢙֱⱘৃ㛑ᗻ䕗Ζ✊㗠ΔҪӀᑊ
≵᳝ᇍᢙֱথ⫳乱خ䖲㓁ব䞣ⱘẔ偠Ζৃ㾕ΔⳂࠡᇍ៥ϞᏖ݀ৌᢙֱ䯂乬ⱘ
ḋᴀᅲ䆕ⷨお䖬↨䕗㔎УΔ⦄᳝ⱘϞ䗄ϸ㆛ᅲ䆕᭛⤂ϔᮍ䴶≵᳝ᵘᓎϔϾ⧚
䆎ḚᶊᇍϞᏖ݀ৌⱘ݇㘨ᢙֱ㸠Ў䖯㸠⏅ܹߚᵤΔϔᮍ䴶᠔ᦤկⱘᅲ䆕䆕
гϡߚܙΖ
䗮䖛Ϟ䴶ⱘ᭛⤂ಲ乒ৃҹⳟߎΔЁⱘϞᏖ݀ৌᢙֱ䯂乬ϡৠѢ㽓ᮍΔ
Ѣ㽓ᮍ៤❳ᏖഎϞⱘᢙֱ⧚䆎ᑊϡ㛑ড়⧚㾷䞞៥ϞᏖ݀ৌⱘᢙֱ㸠ЎΖ㗠Ⳃ
ࠡ݇ݙѢᢙֱ䯂乬ⱘḋᴀᅲ䆕ⷨお䖬↨䕗㔎УΖℸΔ䖭ϔ䯂乬䖬䳔㽕៥
Ӏ䖯ϔℹ⏅ܹⷨおΖ㒧ড়Ёᮄ݈ࡴ䕀ൟᏖഎⱘ⡍⅞ࠊᑺ㚠᱃Δᴀ᭛䅸ЎΔ䖤
⫼ࠊᴗ⾕ҎᬊⲞ⧚䆎᳝ࡽѢ៥Ӏ䕗དⱘ㾷䞞៥ϞᏖ݀ৌⱘᢙֱ㸠Ўΰ⡍߿
ᰃ݇㘨ᢙֱαΖϟᴹΔ៥Ӏᇚᇍℸ䖯㸠䆺㒚ⱘߚᵤΖ

ϝΕ⧚䆎ߚᵤΕࠊᑺ㚠᱃Ϣⷨお؛䇈
Grossman and HartѢ1988ᑈ佪ᦤߎњࠊᴗᬊⲞὖᗉΔᣛߎࠊᗻ㙵ϰӮ
߽⫼݊ᇍ݀ৌⱘࠊᴗᴹ⍜㗫݀ৌ䌘⑤⣀ऴᇣ㙵ϰ᮴⊩ߚѿⱘ߽ⲞΖShleifer
and Vishnyΰ1997αᣛߎΔ㔎У⊩ᕟᇍᡩ䌘㗙ֱᡸⱘ⦃๗ЁΔ㙵ᴗ䲚Ёᇥ᭄
㙵㙵ϰЁӮᇐ㟈㙵㙵ϰ߽⫼݀ৌⱘ䌘⑤䇟প⾕߽Δᤳᆇ݊Ҫ㙵ϰ߽Ⲟ
Ⳍ݇㗙ⱘ߽Ⲟ Ζ Ң㗠ᇐ㟈㙵㙵ϰϢЁᇣ㙵ϰП䯈Ϲ䞡ⱘҷ⧚䯂乬 ΖJohnson
et al.ΰ2000α䖯ϔℹᇚࠊᗻ㙵ϰᡞϞᏖ݀ৌⱘ䌘⑤Ңᇣ㙵ϰЁ䕀⿏ࠄ㞾Ꮕ
ࠊⱘӕϮЁএⱘ㸠Ў⿄ПЎϘᥣぎϙΰTunnellingαΖClaessens et al.ΰ2002αথ
⦄ΔѮ⌆䞥ᄫศᓣ㙵ᴗ㒧ᵘⱘ݀ৌЁΔᔧ㙵㙵ϰᢹ᳝ⱘࠊᴗ䍙䖛⦄䞥⌕
ᴗᯊΔ㙵㙵ϰϘᥣぎϙϞᏖ݀ৌΔ։ᆇᇣ㙵ϰ߽Ⲟⱘࡼᴎህ䍞ᔎΖ៥䆕ࠌ
ᏖഎϞⱘϔϾᴀџᅲᰃΔ㒱᭄ⱘϞᏖ݀ৌᄬϔϾ᳝ⱘ㙵㙵ϰΔᑊ
Ϩ᳝㙵ᰃϡ⌕䗮ⱘΖℸΔ⦄䰊↉៥ⱘᡩ䌘㗙⊩ᕟֱᡸ䕗Ў㭘ᔅΖ䖭ህᇐ
㟈њ៥ϞᏖ݀ৌ㙵㙵ϰϢЁᇣ㙵ϰ ΰ ⌕䗮㙵ϰ α П䯈ⱘҷ⧚䯂乬䴲ᐌϹ
䞡 Ζ ᅫᯢ㩟ԡ ΰ 2002 αΕ ᒋ⍯ ΰ 2003 α ҹঞ㚵ᯁ䰇 ΰ 2004 α ⱘⷨお㸼
ᯢΔ៥ϞᏖ݀ৌЁΔ㙵㙵ϰ㛑㦋ᕫᰒ㨫ⱘࠊᴗᬊⲞΖᴢ⊝ㄝ
ΰ2004αথ⦄㙵㙵ϰ䗮䖛䞣ऴ⫼ϞᏖ݀ৌ䌘䞥ᴹϘᥣぎϙϞᏖ݀ৌΖᴢ
⊝Εԭ䇺⥟ᰧസΰ2005αথ⦄ϞᏖ݀ৌ᮴ֱ䌘ḐПᖻᯊ䖯㸠ⱘᑊ䌁⌏ࡼⱘ
ࡼᴎѢ݊㙵㙵ϰᥣぎ䌘ѻΔᤳᆇњ݀ৌⱘӋؐΖℸΔ⾕ҎࠊᴗᬊⲞ⧚
䆎Ў៥Ӏ⧚㾷៥ϞᏖ݀ৌⱘ䆌Ϙ⡍⅞ϙ䯂乬ᦤկњ᳝Ⲟⱘ㾚㾦Ζ䙷МΔ៥
Ӏᰃ৺ৃҹ䖤⫼䖭ϔ⧚䆎ᴹ㾷䞞៥ϞᏖ݀ৌⱘ݇㘨ᢙֱ㸠Ўਸ਼Λ
៥Ӏⶹ䘧Δ݀ৌᦤկᢙֱᅲ䰙Ϟᰃᡓᢙњϔ乍᳝䋳؎Ζᔧ䌋ℒࠄᳳΔ؎
ࡵҎ᮴ٓ䖬ϡٓ䖬ᯊΔᢙֱᮍህ㽕ᇍᢙֱⱘ䌋ℒᡓᢙ䌨ٓ䋷ӏΖᔧϞᏖ݀
ৌ㙵㙵ϰᦤկᢙֱᯊΔ㙵㙵ϰህৃҹ㦋ᕫ䫊㸠䌋ℒΖ㗠䌋ℒࠄᳳᯊΔ
㙵㙵ϰᕔᕔϡӮٓ䖬䌋ℒ㗠⬅ϞᏖ݀ৌᴹϘфऩϙΖѢᰃΔ㙵㙵ϰህⳌᔧѢ
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㙵ᴗ㒧ᵘΕ䌘ѻ䋼䞣Ϣ݇㘨ᢙֱΫᴹ㞾ЁA㙵ϞᏖ݀ৌⱘ㒣偠䆕

1

㙵㙵ϰ䗮䖛ϞᏖ݀ৌᢙֱ䖯㸠ᥣぎⱘ⼎ᛣ

50

A.

67

B.

50

C.

ҢϞᏖ݀ৌ䕀⿏њϔヨㄝѢ䌋ℒ᭄乱ⱘ䌘䞥ΰ㾕1AαΖ10џᅲϞΔ⤈⥟㙵ӑΕ
ঢ়থ㙵ӑΕPT㉸䞥᳐ΕЁ⽣ᅲϮбᎲ㙵ӑㄝϞᏖ݀ৌህᰃ⬅ѢЎ݊㙵㙵ϰ
ᦤկњᎼ乱ᢙֱ Δ ᳔㒜ᡓᢙњ䖲ᏺ䌨ٓ䋷ӏ≺Ў㙵㙵ϰⱘ Ϙ ᦤℒᴎ ϙΖ 11ৃ
㾕Δ㙵ϰৃҹ߽⫼ϞᏖ݀ৌЎ݊ᢙֱ䌋ℒᴹᥣぎϞᏖ݀ৌΖ䱣ⴔϔᡍϞᏖ
݀ৌЎ㙵㙵ϰᦤկᢙֱ㗠䱋ܹೄ๗ⱘџӊ㹿ᲱܝΔҹঞ䆕ⲥӮߎৄњ᳝
݇㾘ᅮᯢ⹂䰤ࠊϞᏖ݀ৌЎ㙵㙵ϰঞ݊݇㘨ᮍᦤկᢙֱΔⳂࠡϞᏖ݀ৌᏆᕜ
ᇥⳈЎ㙵㙵ϰᦤկᢙֱΔ䕀㗠ᇏ∖݊Ҫϔѯ䕗Ў䱤㬑᳆ᡬⱘᢙֱᮍᓣΖ
ѢᰃΔϞᏖ݀ৌЎᄤ݀ৌᦤկᢙֱⱘᚙމ䗤⏤Ζ⡍߿ᰃ2003ᑈ9᳜䆕ⲥӮ
䖯ϔℹᯢ⹂⽕ℶϞᏖ݀ৌЎ㙵㙵ϰঞᣕ㙵50%ҹϟⱘ݇㘨ᮍᦤկᢙֱⱘᚙމ
ϟΔϞᏖ݀ৌЎᄤ݀ৌᢙֱⱘᚙމᐙࡴΖḍ៥Ӏ᳝ⱘ㒳䅵ΔϞᏖ݀ৌЎ
ᄤ݀ৌᢙֱ䞥乱ऴܼ䚼ᢙֱ䞥乱ⱘ↨՟⬅2002ᑈⱘ45%ࡴࠄ2003ᑈⱘ59% Ε
2004ᑈⱘ68%Ζ䖭⾡ᢙֱᔶᓣϟΔ㙵㙵ϰҡ✊ৃҹᅲ⦄݊ᥣぎϞᏖ݀ৌⱘ
Ⳃⱘ Δ ᑊϨЎ䱤㬑 Ζ ԧᴹ䇈 Δ 㟈ৃ㛑᳝ҹϟϸ⾡ᚙ މΰ ߚ߿བ1 BΕ
1C᠔⼎αΖϔ⾡ᚙމΰ1BαΔϞᏖ݀ৌЎᄤ݀ৌᦤկᢙֱΔᄤ݀ৌ㦋ᕫ䌋

10

11
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⧚䆎Ϟ䆆Δ䖬ᑨᠷ䰸㹿ᢙֱᮍᑨᦤկᢙֱᮍᬃҬⱘᢙֱ䌍⫼ΖԚḍ៥ϞᏖ
݀ৌᦤկᢙֱⱘᅲ䰙ᚙމΔᕜᇥ᳝݀ৌᦤկᢙֱᯊⳈ㹿ᢙֱᮍᬊপ䌍⫼ⱘ
ᚙމΖ⡍߿ᰃ㙵ϰᇍϞᏖ݀ৌ᳝ᬜࠊⱘᚙމϟΔ䖭⾡ৃ㛑ᗻᇣΖ
བ⤈⥟㙵ӑЎ㙵㙵ϰ⤈⥟䲚ಶᢙֱ䌋ℒⱘ䞥乱催䖒4.3ғܗΔ㗠᳔㒜⤈⥟㙵ӑᡓ
ᢙњ䌋ℒⱘ䖲ᏺ䌨ٓ䋷ӏΔ㗠㟈Ꮌ乱ѣᤳ㗠䱋ܹೄ๗ᑊ᳔㒜䗔ᏖΖ
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ℒৢΔ⬅ѢϞᏖ݀ৌᇍᄤ݀ৌ໘Ѣ㒱ᇍ㙵ഄԡΔ݊ৃҹ߽⫼ݙ䚼䌘⑤䇗䜡ⱘ
ৡНᇚᄤ݀ৌ㦋ᕫⱘ䌋ℒ䕀⿏ࠄϞᏖ݀ৌՓ⫼ΖϞ⍋䆕ࠌⱘ䆘䆎г䅸ЎΔϞ
Ꮦ݀ৌϘЎᄤ݀ৌᢙֱΔ߭ৃҹᇚ݊᠔䌋䌘䞥ᣓᴹ㞾Ꮕ⫼ϙΖ12ℸ⸔ϞΔ⬅
ѢϞᏖ݀ৌফࠄ㙵㙵ϰⱘࠊΔ㙵㙵ϰৃҹ䖯ϔℹᇚ䌋ℒ䌘䞥ҢϞᏖ݀ৌ
䕀⿏ࠄ݊ЁΖᴢ⊝ㄝΰ2004αҹ2000ᑈ㟇2003ᑈⱘϞᏖ݀ৌЎḋᴀⷨおথ
⦄Δ᳝ᥣぎࡼᴎ㛑ⱘ㙵㙵ϰऴ⫼њϞᏖ݀ৌ䞣ⱘ䌘䞥Ζሑㅵ䆕ⲥӮ
2003ᑈⱘϘ56ো᭛ϙЁ⽕ℶ㙵㙵ϰऴ⫼ϞᏖ݀ৌ䌘䞥ᑊ㽕∖㙵㙵ϰᇍ䌘
䞥ऴ⫼䖯㸠⏙ Δ Ң㗠Փᕫ㙵㙵ϰ䌘䞥ऴ⫼ⱘ᭄乱᳝᠔ϟ䰡 Δ Ԛᑈ㒳
䅵Δ2004ᑈϞᏖ݀ৌ݇㘨ᮍ䌘䞥ऴ⫼থ⫳乱ҡ催䖒1348ғܗΔ13ҙ⏅Ꮦህ᳝74ᆊ
ϞᏖ݀ৌ㹿݇㘨ᮍऴ⫼䌘䞥䍙䖛ғܗΖ14ৃ㾕Δ㙵㙵ϰ᳔㒜ҡ✊ৃҹᇚϞᏖ݀
ৌⱘᄤ݀ৌ㦋ᕫⱘ䌋ℒ䕀⿏ࠄ݊ЁΖѠ⾡ᚙމΰབ1CαΔ⬅Ѣ㙵㙵ϰ
ࠊњϞᏖ݀ৌΔ㗠ϞᏖ݀ৌᢹ᳝݊ᄤ݀ৌⱘ㒱ᇍ㙵ᴗΔҢ㗠ՓᕫϞᏖ݀ৌ
ⱘ㙵㙵ϰ㛑ᇍϞᏖ݀ৌⱘᄤ݀ৌᔶ៤᳝ᬜࠊΖѢᰃ䗮䖛ϞᏖ݀ৌЎᄤ݀ৌ
؎ࡵᦤկᢙֱՓᄤ݀ৌ㦋ᕫ䫊㸠䌋ℒৢΔϞᏖ݀ৌⱘ㙵㙵ϰгৃҹ䗮䖛݇㘨
ѸᯧΰJian and Wong, 2004αΕ䌘䞥ऴ⫼ΰᴢ⊝ㄝΔ2004αΕᑊ䌁䞡㒘ΰᴢ
⊝ㄝΔ2005αㄝᮍᓣⳈᇚϞᏖ݀ৌⱘᄤ݀ৌ㦋ᕫⱘ䌋ℒ䕀⿏ࠄ݊Ё㗠ϡ䗮
䖛ϞᏖ݀ৌΖ15⬅ѢϞᏖ݀ৌⱘ㙵㙵ϰᄤ݀ৌϔ㠀䛑ᰃ䴲ϞᏖ݀ৌΔϡ䳔㽕
݀ᓔ䴆᳝݇ⱘ䋶ࡵֵᙃΔᑊϨ䌘䞥䕀⿏䖛ⳕএњ䗮䖛ϞᏖ݀ৌ䖭ϔ⦃㡖Δ
㗠䖭⾡ᮍᓣϡᆍᯧ㹿⬠ᆳ㾝Ζ䳔㽕ᣛߎⱘᰃΔϞᏖ݀ৌЎᄤ݀ৌᢙֱ
ⱘᚙމϟΰࣙᣀ1B1C᠔⼎ⱘᚙމαΔᔧᄤ݀ৌ؎ࡵࠄᳳᯊΔᇚ᳔㒜⬅ᄤ
݀ৌٓ䖬䌋ℒ⬅ϞᏖ݀ৌᡓᢙ䖲ᏺ䌨ٓ䋷ӏΔ㗠㙵㙵ϰ߭䗮䖛Ϟ䗄䌘⑤䕀
⿏䗨ᕘऴ᳝њ䖭䚼ߚ䌋ℒΔҢ㗠ᥣぎњϞᏖ݀ৌΖ16ᔧ✊Δ⬅Ϟ䗄ߚᵤ䖛ৃҹ
ⳟߎΔ㙵㙵ϰ䗮䖛߽⫼ϞᏖ݀ৌЎᄤ݀ৌᢙֱ䖯㸠ᥣぎⱘᮍᓣ↨㙵㙵ϰⳈ
߽⫼ϞᏖ݀ৌЎ݊ᢙֱ䖯㸠ᥣぎ㽕ᴖᕫΔⳌᑨⱘ៤ᴀгӮ䕗催ΖԚ䆕
ⲥӮ䰤ࠊҹঞ䆕ࠌᏖഎখϢᮍᇍϞᏖ݀ৌᢙֱ催ᑺ݇⊼ⱘᚙމϟΔᇍ㙵㙵
ϰ㗠㿔Δ䖭ҡ✊ϡ༅Ў݊䖯㸠ᥣぎⱘϔ⾡ৃ㸠䗝ᢽΖџᅲϞΔϡᇥḜ՟гড
њ䖭ϔᚙމΖ䘧ΔॳϘ亲㋏ϙᅲ䰙ࠊҎ䚅ᖴֱࠊ⽣ᓎϝݰΕST啭
ᯠ⌭⍋㒇ϝᆊϞᏖ݀ৌᳳ䯈Δ߽⫼ϝᆊϞᏖ݀ৌᇍഄᄤΕᄭ݀ৌ䖯㸠䖱

12

13
14
15

16
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Ϟ⍋䆕ࠌ㔥㒰⠜Δ2005ᑈ04᳜02᮹Δ䆄㗙⥟⩤Δ䕀ᓩ㞾ᮄ⌾䋶㒣ᮄ䯏㔥http://
finance.sina.com.cnΖ
ᑓᎲ᮹Δ2005ᑈ06᳜15᮹Δ䕀ᓩ㞾⋟㔥ΰnews.dayoo.comαΖ
䆕ࠌП᯳㓪䕥ᭈ⧚Δ2005ᑈ11᳜29᮹Δ㔥ഔwww.stockstar.comΖ
ሑㅵ䖭ѯ᭛⤂Џ㽕ᰃ䩜ᇍ㙵㙵ϰᥣぎϞᏖ݀ৌⱘ㸠ЎΔԚ⬅Ѣ㙵㙵ϰ㛑᳝ᬜ
ࠊϞᏖ݀ৌⱘᄤ݀ৌΔ䖭ѯᥣぎᮍᓣᰒ✊гৃҹ㙵㙵ϰϢϞᏖ݀ৌᄤ݀ৌ
П䯈ᅲ⦄Ζ
ᔧϞᏖ݀ৌᣕ᳝ᄤ݀ৌ100%䴲ᐌ催↨՟ⱘ㙵ӑᯊΔᥣぎϞᏖ݀ৌⱘᄤ݀ৌгⳌ
ᔧѢᥣぎњϞᏖ݀ৌΖ
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㾘䌋ℒᢙֱ༫পњ䞣䫊㸠ᄬℒΔᑊ㙚⫼ऴ⫼ϞᏖ݀ৌⱘ䌘䞥ᘏ乱催䖒
16ғܗΔҢ㗠ҢϞᏖ݀ৌ݊ᄤ݀ৌ䕀⿏њ䞣䌘⑤Ζ17㓐Ϟ᠔䗄Δϡ䆎ᰃϞᏖ
݀ৌЎ㙵㙵ϰⳈᢙֱ䖬ᰃᄤ݀ৌᢙֱΔϞᏖ݀ৌⱘ㙵㙵ϰ᳔㒜䛑ৃҹ
ᅲ⦄݊ᥣぎⳂⱘΖ䙷МΔાѯ㋴Ӯᕅડࠄ㙵㙵ϰⱘᥣぎ㸠Ўਸ਼Λϟ䴶ᇚᇍ
ℸ䖯㸠ߚᵤΔᑊᦤߎᴀ᭛ⱘⷨお؛䇈Ζ
ḍ㒣ⱘҷ⧚⧚䆎Δ㙵㙵ϰⱘᣕ㙵↨՟ӮⳈᕅડࠄ݊ᥣぎϞᏖ݀ৌ
ⱘࡼᴎΖ䖭ᰃЎΔᔧ㙵㙵ϰⱘᣕ㙵↨՟䕗ԢᯊΔ݊ᥣぎϞᏖ݀ৌ᠔ᇐ㟈ⱘ
ϞᏖ݀ৌӋؐޣᤳ⬅݊ᡓᢙⱘ䚼ߚΰेӋؐޣᤳЬҹ݊ᣕ㙵↨՟α䕗ᇣΔ᠔ҹ
㙵㙵ϰ᳝䕗ᔎⱘࡼᴎᥣぎϞᏖ݀ৌΖ㗠ᔧ㙵㙵ϰⱘᣕ㙵↨՟䕗催ᯊΔ݊ᥣ
ぎϞᏖ݀ৌᯊΔ㞾䑿г㽕ᡓᢙ䕗催ⱘ៤ᴀΔ㗠Ӯࠞᔅ݊ᥣぎⱘࡼᴎΰेϘ߽
ⲞणৠϙᬜᑨΰAlignment EffectααΖℸΔҢᥣぎࡼᴎⱘ㾦ᑺⳟΔ䱣ⴔ㙵㙵
ϰᣕ㙵↨՟ⱘࡴΔϞᏖ݀ৌⱘ݇㘨ᮍᢙֱޣᇥΖेΔϞᏖ݀ৌⱘ݇㘨ᢙ᭄ֱ
乱Ϣ㙵㙵ϰᣕ㙵↨՟䋳Ⳍ݇Ζ✊㗠Δᔧ㙵㙵ϰⱘᣕ㙵↨՟䕗ԢᯊΔ݊ᥣぎ
ϞᏖ݀ৌⱘ㛑Ⳍᇍ䕗ᔅΖℸᯊΔ㙵㙵ϰⱘᥣぎপއѢ݊Ҫ㙵ϰⱘ㸠ЎΔ
䖭᳝ϸ⾡ৃ㛑Ζϔ⾡ᚙމΚབᵰ݊Ҫ㙵ϰ㛑᳝ᬜࠊ㑺㙵ϰ⠳প⾕߽ⱘ㸠
ЎΔ߭ϔ㙵ϰᖙ乏ᣕ᳝ϔᅮ᭄乱ⱘ㙵ӑΰ䖒ࠄᇍ݀ৌ᳝ᬜࠊαᠡ㛑䖯㸠
ᥣぎΖ㗠Δ䕗Ԣⱘϔ㙵ϰᣕ㙵↨՟ϞΔ䱣ⴔᣕ㙵↨՟ⱘࡴΔ݊ᥣぎ
㛑ᔎΔϞᏖ݀ৌⱘ݇㘨ᢙֱࡴΖ㗠ᔧ݊ᣕ㙵↨՟ࡴࠄϔᅮᑺৢΔ
㙵㙵ϰⱘᥣぎࡼᴎϟ䰡ΔᥣぎޣᇥΖѢᰃΔҢᘏԧᴹⳟΔϞᏖ݀ৌⱘ݇㘨ᢙֱ
Ϣ݊㙵㙵ϰⱘᣕ㙵↨՟ህਜܜछৢ䰡ⱘϘצUϙൟ݇㋏ΖѠ⾡ᚙމΚབᵰ݊
Ҫ㙵ϰϡ㛑᳝ᬜࠊ㸵ϔ㙵ϰⱘ㸠ЎΔ⫮㟇Ϣ݊ϔ䍋ড়䇟։ᆇᇣ㙵ϰⱘ߽
Ⲟΰᴅ㑶ݯ∾䕝Δ2004Ιゟݯᮍ䕊ᔎΔ2005αΔ18䙷Мे֓ϔ㙵ϰⱘ
ᣕ㙵↨՟䕗ԢΔ݊ҡ✊㛑ᥣぎϞᏖ݀ৌΖѢᰃ㒧ড়ᥣぎࡼᴎΔҢᭈԧϞⳟΔϞ
Ꮦ݀ৌⱘ݇㘨ᢙֱгৃ㛑Ϣ݊ϔ㙵ϰⱘᣕ㙵↨՟ਜ㒓ᗻⱘ䋳Ⳍ݇Ζ19ℸΔ
៥Ӏ᳝ҹϟ؛䇈Κ
H1(a)Κ㙵㙵ϰⱘᣕ㙵↨՟ϢϞᏖ݀ৌⱘ݇㘨ᮍᢙֱ乱ਜܜछৢ䰡ⱘϘצ
Uϙൟ݇㋏Ι
H1(b)Κ㙵㙵ϰⱘᣕ㙵↨՟ϢϞᏖ݀ৌⱘ݇㘨ᮍᢙֱ乱ਜ㒓ᗻⱘ䋳Ⳍ݇Ι
Ꮖ᳝ⱘ᭛⤂㸼ᯢΔ㙵㙵ϰᥣぎϞᏖ݀ৌⱘ䗨ᕘ᳝Κҹ䕗ԢⱘӋḐᇚ䌘ѻ
ߎଂ㒭㙵㙵ϰ݊ᢹ᳝䕗催⦄䞥ᬊⲞᴗⱘ݀ৌΰ਼ࢸϮㄝΔ2003αΔऴ⫼Ϟ
17

18

19

&$)5LQGG

খ㾕 π ⊩ࠊ᮹ ρ 2008ᑈ3᳜23᮹䘧 Δ 䕀ᓩ㞾ᮄढ㔥 ΰ http://news.xinhuanet.
comαΖ
ᴅ㑶ݯ∾䕝ΰ2004αⷨおথ⦄Δࠡ㙵ϰᣕ㙵↨՟䖥ⱘ݀ৌЁΔ݀ৌⱘ
ᥣぎᚙމϹ䞡Ζゟݯᮍ䕊ᔎΰ2005αⱘⷨおгথ⦄Δ݊Ҫ㙵ϰᣕ㙵↨՟
ПϢ݀ৌӋؐਜ䋳Ⳍ݇݇㋏Ζ
ᛳ䇶ओৡᅵ〓ҎЎ៥Ӏᣛߎᔧϔ㙵ϰᣕ㙵↨՟䕗Ԣᯊৃ㛑ߎ⦄ⱘϸ⾡ᚙމΖ
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Ꮦ݀ৌ䌘䞥ΰᴢ⊝ㄝΔ2004αΔ䗮䖛ᑊ䌁䞡㒘ΰᴢ⊝ㄝΔ2005αҹঞ݇㘨
ѸᯧΰJian and Wong, 2004αㄝᮍᓣ䕀⿏Ӭ䋼䌘ѻঞ߽⍺ㄝΖབᵰϞᏖ݀ৌⱘ䌘
ѻ䋼䞣䕗དΔϔᮍ䴶Δ㙵㙵ϰৃҹ䗮䖛ࡾ㒣㧹㦋ᕫ䕗催ⱘᡩ䌘ಲΙϔ
ᮍ䴶Δे֓㙵㙵ϰ℆ᥣぎϞᏖ݀ৌΔгৃҹ䞛⫼Ϟ䗄ⳌᇍⳈⱘ↉ᴹᅲ⦄
ⳂⱘΖℸΔ㙵㙵ϰৃ㛑ϡӮ䅽ϞᏖ݀ৌᦤկ݇㘨ᢙֱΖ㗠བᵰϞᏖ݀ৌⱘ
䌘ѻ䋼䞣䕗Ꮒ Δ ⡍߿ᰃ݊Ⲝ߽㛑䕗Ԣ Δ ⦄䞥⌕䕗ᇥҹঞᴹ䭓ᴎӮ䕗ᇣ
ᯊΔ㙵㙵ϰ᮶ϡ㛑㦋ᕫ⒵ᛣⱘᡩ䌘ಲΔৠᯊϞ䗄ᥣぎᮍᓣⱘᬊⲞг䕗ᇣΖ
䖭ᯊΔ㙵㙵ϰህৃ㛑Ӯ䅽ϞᏖ݀ৌഄ䖯㸠݇㘨ᢙֱΔҹ߽⫼ϞᏖ݀ৌⱘ
ֵ䁝䖭ϔ᮴ᔶ䌘ѻᴹᥣぎϞᏖ݀ৌΔ㦋পࠊᴗ⾕ҎᬊⲞΖৃ㾕ΔϞᏖ݀ৌⱘ
䌘ѻ䋼䞣Ӯᕅડ݊݇㘨ᮍᢙֱⱘ᭄乱Ζ20
H2ΚϞᏖ݀ৌⱘ䌘ѻ䋼䞣䍞ᏂΔ݊݇㘨ᮍᢙֱ乱䍞催Ι
ℸ Δ 㙵㙵ϰⱘࠊᮍᓣѺӮᇍ݇㘨ᮍᢙֱѻ⫳ᕅડ Ζ ӕϮ䲚ಶݙ
Δ
䚼 ৃҹ䗮䖛Ѹঝᣕ㙵Ε䞥ᄫศ㒧ᵘㄝᮍᓣᮍ֓ഄᅲ⦄ࠊᴗ⦄䞥ᬊⲞᴗⱘ
ߚ⾏Δ䰡Ԣњࠊᴗ⾕ҎᬊⲞᇍࠊᴗ݅ѿᬊⲞⱘᢉ⍜⫼ΔҢ㗠ᔎњ㙵
㙵ϰⱘᥣぎࡼᴎΰWolfenzon, 1999αΖЎ䞡㽕ⱘᰃΔ䲚ಶݙ䚼ϔѯӕϮП䯈ⱘ
݇㘨݇㋏↨䕗ᴖ䱤㬑Δ䚼ᡩ䌘㗙ᕔᕔ䲒ҹᆳ㾝Ζ䖭⾡ᴖ䱤㬑ⱘ݇㘨
݇㋏ৃҹ↨䕗ᆍᯧഄⲪ݇㘨ᮍП䯈Ѹᯧⱘᅲ䋼Ζ⡍߿ᰃ䆕ⲥӮᇍϞᏖ݀ৌ
ᦤկᢙֱߎخ䰤ࠊⱘᚙމϟΔ䗮䖛䲚ಶݙ䖭⾡ᴖⱘ݇㘨݇㋏ᦤկᢙֱᕔᕔৃ
ҹ䖒ࠄ㾘䙓ⲥㅵⱘⳂⱘΖℸΔফӕϮ䲚ಶࠊⱘϞᏖ݀ৌৃ㛑ᦤկⱘᢙ
ֱΖ
H3Κ䲚ಶࠊⱘϞᏖ݀ৌ↨䴲䲚ಶࠊⱘϞᏖ݀ৌᦤկⱘ݇㘨ᢙֱΖ

ಯΕⷨお䆒䅵
ΰϔαḋᴀ䗝ᢽ
ᴀ᭛䗝ᢽ2003㟇2004ϸᑈⱘ᠔᳝A㙵ϞᏖ݀ৌЎⷨおḋᴀΖࠨ䰸䞥㵡㸠
Ϯ݀ৌঞ㔎༅ؐПৢΔḋᴀ᳔㒜ࣙᣀ1896Ͼ㾖⌟ؐΔ݊Ё2003ᑈ973ϾΔ2004ᑈ
923ϾΖᴀ᭛ⷨお᠔䞛⫼ⱘᢙ᭄ֱᴹ㞾ѢϞѸ᠔Ε⏅Ѹ᠔㔥キ݀ᓔⱘA㙵ᑈ
20

&$)5LQGG

བᵰ؎ᴗҎΰ䫊㸠α㛑⿃ᵕሹ㸠݊䌋ℒ亢䰽䆚߿䰆㣗ࡳ㛑Δ䙷МᔧϞᏖ݀ৌⱘ
䌘ѻ䋼䞣䕗ᏂᯊΔ䫊㸠ᑨ䆹ᢦ㒱݊ᦤկᢙֱΖ✊㗠Δℷབރḍ⽣ㄝΰ2005αᣛߎ
ⱘ䙷ḋΔ⬅ѢϞᏖ݀ৌⱘ䌘⑤ᰃ⿔㔎䌘⑤Δ䫊㸠㾚݊Ў咘䞥ᅶ᠋Δᕔᕔᗑ㾚亢
䰽䆚߿䰆㣗ΖℸΔ⬅Ѣ䫊㸠ⱘ᳝ᗻ䋼ֵ䌋▔ࢅᴎࠊⱘᡁ᳆Δ䫊㸠ᕔᕔᄬ
䞡䌋ℒ㾘㗠䕏ᬜⲞⱘ㸠ЎΖ䖭гࠞᔅњ䫊㸠ᇍϞᏖ݀ৌᢙֱ䌘ḐⱘᅵᶹΖ߬
ᇣᑈ䚥ҕ⒵ΰ2005αгথ⦄݀ৌϮ㒽䍞ᏂΔᦤկᢙֱⱘὖ⥛䍞ΖℸΔ៥Ӏ
≵᳝㗗㰥䫊㸠ᇍϞᏖ݀ৌᦤկᢙֱⱘᕅડΖᛳ䇶ओৡᅵ〓Ҏᣛߎ䖭ϔ䯂乬Ζ
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᭄Δ㋏⬅Ꮉᬊ䲚ᭈ⧚᠔ᕫΖϔ㙵ϰⱘࠊ㉏ൟঞ㗗㰥㙵ϰП䯈݇㘨݇
㋏ৢⱘᣕ㙵↨՟᭄гᰃḍᑈᬊ䲚ᭈ⧚㗠ᕫΖ݊Ҫ݀ৌ⊏⧚䋶ࡵ᭄߭
ᴹ㞾Ѣ佭␃⧚Ꮉᄺ䞥㵡ⷨおЁᖗϢ⏅ഇ⋄ᅝֵᙃᡔᴃ᳝䰤݀ৌ㘨ড়ᓔথⱘ
CSMAR᭄ᑧΖ

ΰѠαൟϢব䞣
ᴀ᭛䞛⫼ҹϟൟᴹẔ偠Ϟ䗄ⷨお؛䇈Κ
ΔRPGt = β0 + β1 ∗ LSHR _ CEN t + β2 ∗ LSHR _ CENSQt + β3 ∗ GROUPt + β 4 ∗ ROAt −1 +
β5 ∗ CFPSt −1 + β6 ∗TOBINQt −1 + β7 ∗ OSHR 2 − 5t + β8 ∗ RPG _ BALt −1 +
20

β9 ∗ LEVt −1 + β10 ∗ SIZEt −1 + β11 ∗YR + ∑ β11+ i ∗ INDi + δ

(1)

i =1

݊ЁΔϟᷛt㸼⼎ᔧᑈΔt − 1㸼⼎ϞϔᑈΖব䞣ⱘᅮН䇈ᯢབϟΚ

1Η㹿㾷䞞ব䞣
ΔRPGЎϞᏖ݀ৌᦤկ݇㘨ᢙֱⱘᔧᑈথ⫳乱Δᴀ᭛⫼Ꮉᬊ䲚ⱘ㌃䅵݇㘨
ᮍᢙֱԭ乱ⱘᑈؐϢᑈ߱ؐПᏂ䰸ҹᑈᘏ䌘ѻᴹ᳓ҷ㸵䞣Ζ䖭䞠䳔㽕䇈ᯢ
ⱘᰃΔሑㅵЁ䆕ⲥӮᇍϞᏖ݀ৌⱘᢙֱ㸠Ўߎخњ䆌㾘ᅮΔԚϡᇥϞᏖ݀
ৌᇍᢙֱⱘֵᙃ䴆ᑊϡ㾘㣗Ζ㒣䖛Ϣ݀ৌᑈঞᢙֱ݀ਞᇍ↨Δ៥Ӏথ⦄
⦄᭄᳝ᑧЁⱘᢙֱথ⫳乱᭄ϡᅠᭈ䆺㒚Δᰃ䆄ᔩ᳝䘫ⓣΔᰃϡ㛑⒵
䎇ᴀ᭛ᇍ݇㘨ᢙֱ⬠ᅮⱘ䳔㽕 Ζ ℸ Δ ᴀ᭛Ꮉᬊ䲚њ݀ৌⱘ݇㘨ᮍᢙ᭄ֱ
Ζᴀ᭛≵᳝Ⳉ䞛⫼ᔧᑈⱘ㌃䅵݇㘨ᢙֱԭ乱Δ㗠ᰃ⫼থ⫳乱Ўൟΰ1α
Ёⱘব䞣ᰃЎΚ៥Ӏᇐ؛䇈H2ᯊ䅸ЎΔ㙵㙵ϰ䗝ᢽᦤկᢙֱᇍ䈵
ᯊΔӮ䗝ᢽ䙷ѯ䌘ѻ䋼䞣䕗Ꮒⱘ݀ৌᴹ䖯㸠ᥣぎΖᔧϞᏖ݀ৌⱘ䌘ѻ䋼䞣বᏂ
ৢӮᇐ㟈݊ᆍᯧ㹿㙵㙵ϰ߽⫼ᴹЎ݇㘨ᮍᦤկᢙֱΔेϞᏖ݀ৌ䌘ѻ䋼䞣Ꮒ
ϢᦤկᢙֱП䯈᳝ϔᅮⱘᯊ䯈ৢܜ乎ᑣΖ21བᵰՓ⫼㌃䅵݇㘨ᮍᢙֱԭ乱Ў
ব䞣Δ݊ডⱘᰃग़ᑈ㌃⿃ⱘΕᢙֱড়ৠᇮ㒧ᴳⱘᢙֱ乱Ζ䖭ḋ៥Ӏህ᮴⊩
⹂ᅮ݊Ё乍ᢙֱⱘথ⫳ᯊ䯈ΔҢ㗠䕗䲒䇈ᯢ݀ৌⱘ䌘ѻ䋼䞣Ꮒᇐ㟈њᦤկ݇
㘨ᢙֱ䖭ϔ䯂乬Ζ᠔ҹΔ៥Ӏൟΰ1αЁ䞛⫼݇㘨ᮍᢙֱথ⫳乱Ўব
䞣Δৠᯊг〇عᗻ⌟䆩ЁՓ⫼ᔧᑈⱘ㌃䅵݇㘨ᮍᢙֱԭ乱Ўব䞣䖯㸠
њẔ偠Ζ22

21
22

&$)5LQGG

䖭гᰃ៥Ӏಲᔦൟΰ1αЁΔ䌘ѻ䋼䞣ব䞣Փ⫼Ϟϔᑈ᭄ؐⱘॳΖ
䆹〇عᗻẔ偠ⱘ㒧ᵰ㾕㸼6Ζ
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2Η㗗ᆳব䞣
LSHR_CENLSHR_CENSQ ߚ߿ᰃ㒣䖛Ёᖗ࣪໘⧚ৢⱘϞᏖ݀ৌϔ㙵
ϰᣕ㙵↨՟ঞ݊ᑇᮍؐΖ⬅ѢൟЁⳈ㒇ܹϔ㙵ϰᣕ㙵↨՟ঞ݊ᑇᮍ
乍Ӯᓩ䍋䞡݅㒓ᗻ䯂乬Δখ✻ゟݯᮍ䕊ᔎΰ2005αⱘᮍ⊩Δ៥Ӏᇍϔ
㙵ϰⱘᣕ㙵↨՟䖯㸠њЁᖗ࣪໘⧚ Ζ ेLSHR_CENㄝѢϔ㙵ϰⱘᣕ㙵↨
՟ޣএḋᴀⱘഛؐΖḍ H1(a)Δ៥Ӏ乘ᳳ b1 < 0Ϩ b2 < 0Ζḍ H1(b)Δ៥Ӏ乘
ᳳ b1 < 0Δ㗠 b2ϡᰒ㨫Ζ
GROUPЎ㰮ᢳব䞣Δᔧ݀ৌሲѢ䲚ಶࠊᯊপؐЎ1Δ৺߭Ў0Ζ׳䡈ᴢ
⊝ㄝΰ2004αⱘߚ㉏ᮍ⊩Δḍϔ㙵ϰⱘࠊᮍᓣΔᴀ᭛ᇚḋᴀ݀ৌߚЎ
ӕϮ䲚ಶࠊ䴲䲚ಶࠊΖ݊ЁΔ䴲䲚ಶࠊᰃᣛ᳝䌘ѻㅵ⧚ሔΕ᳝䌘
ѻ㒣㧹݀ৌΕᬓᑰ䚼䮼ҹঞᄺ᷵⾥ⷨᴎᵘㄝϡҢџԧ㒣㧹⌏ࡼⱘ㒘㒛ऩ
ԡࠊⱘϞᏖ݀ৌΖ݊ԭ߭ЎফӕϮ䲚ಶ᠔ࠊⱘ݀ৌΖḍH3Δ乘ᳳ䆹ব䞣
ⱘ㋏᭄ b3 > 0Ζ
ROAΕCFPSTOBINQᰃϝϾ㸵䞣݀ৌ䌘ѻ䋼䞣ⱘব䞣Ζ݊ЁΔROAЎᘏ
䌘ѻ䝀⥛ΔㄝѢ߽⍺ᘏ乱䰸ҹᑈᘏ䌘ѻΖCFPSᰃ↣㙵⦄䞥⌕ޔ䞣ΔㄝѢᔧ
ᑈ⦄䞥⌕ޔ䞣䰸ҹᘏ㙵ᴀΖTOBINQᰃӕϮᏖഎӋؐϢ䋺䴶ӋؐП↨Δ⫼⌕䗮㙵
ᏖؐϢ䴲⌕䗮㙵䋳؎ⱘ䋺䴶ӋؐП䰸ҹᑈᘏ䌘ѻⱘ䋺䴶Ӌؐ㸼⼎Ζ㢹݀
ৌ䌘ѻ䋼䞣དΔ᳔㒜ᖙ✊㸼⦄݀ৌᢹ᳝ᕜᔎⱘ㦋߽㛑Δ䕗催ⱘ⦄䞥⌕䞣ҹ
ঞ᳝䕗催ⱘᴹ䭓ᴎӮΖ᠔ҹΔᴀ᭛⫼ROAΕCFPSTOBINQ䖭ϝϾব䞣ߚ
߿Ң݀ৌⱘᔧࠡⲜ߽㛑Ε⦄䞥⌕䞣∈ᑇঞᴹⱘ䭓ᴎӮϝϾᮍ䴶㟈㸵䞣
݀ৌⱘ䌘ѻ䋼䞣ΖḍH2Δ乘ᳳ䖭ѯব䞣㋏᭄ⱘヺোЎ䋳ΖЎњẔ偠ϞᏖ݀ৌ
ⱘ䌘ѻ䋼䞣Ꮒᇐ㟈њᦤկⱘ݇㘨ᢙֱΔᴀ᭛䗝ᢽњ䖭ѯব䞣Ϟϔᑈⱘ᭄ؐΖ

3Ηࠊব䞣
OSHR2–5㸼⼎݀ৌ2ࠄ5㙵ϰⱘᣕ㙵↨՟ПΔ⫼ҹࠊ݊Ҫ㙵ϰ
ᇍ݇㘨ᢙֱⱘᕅડΖ⬅Ѣ݊Ҫ㙵ϰ᮶ৃ㛑ࠊ㑺ϔ㙵ϰⱘᥣぎ㸠ЎΔгৃ
㛑ϔ㙵ϰড়䇟ᥣぎ݀ৌΔℸ៥Ӏᇍ b7ⱘヺোϡخ乘ᳳΖRPG_BALᰃϞ
ᑈᑺⱘ㌃䅵݇㘨ᮍᢙֱԭ乱ΰҹᘏ䌘ѻ䇗ᭈαΖḍރḍ⽣ㄝΰ2005αⱘⷨお
㒧ᵰΔϞᏖ݀ৌⱘᢙֱ᳝䖲㓁ᗻΔेҹࠡᑈᑺᦤկᢙֱ䕗ⱘӕϮΔᔧᑈᦤկ
ᢙ᭄ֱ乱ⱘৃ㛑ᗻ䕗ΙԚ⬅Ѣ䆕ⲥӮᇍϞᏖ݀ৌ㌃䅵ᢙֱԭ乱ऴޔ䌘ѻⱘ
↨䞡᳝䰤ࠊ Δ ҹࠡᑈᑺ㌃䅵ᢙֱ乱䕗催ⱘӕϮৃ㛑ফℸ䰤ࠊ㗠ޣᇥᢙֱⱘ᭄
乱Δℸᴀ᭛ϡᇍব䞣ⱘRPG_BALⱘヺোخ乘ᳳΖLEVᰃ݀ৌⱘ䌘ѻ䋳؎⥛ Δ
ㄝѢᑈ䋳؎ᘏ乱ऴᘏ䌘ѻⱘ↨՟Ζރḍ⽣ㄝΰ2005αথ⦄Δ݀ৌⱘ䋶ࡵ亢䰽
ΰ⫼䌘ѻ䋳؎⥛㸵䞣αϢᦤկᢙֱ乱ℷⳌ݇Ζ߬ᇣᑈ䚥ҕ⒵ΰ2005αⱘⷨお
䅸ЎΔ䌘ѻ䋳؎⥛䍞催Δ݀ৌ䌘ѻЁ㙵ϰⱘᴗⲞ䍞ᇥΔϔ㙵ϰ߽⫼ᢙֱᥣ
ぎⱘᬊⲞ䍞ΰᢙֱⱘᤳ༅ᇚ䚼ߚ⬅؎ᴗҎᡓᢙαΖ㗠ᴀ᭛乘ᳳ b9 > 0Ζ
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SIZEЎ݀ৌⱘ㾘Δ⫼݀ৌᘏ䌘ѻⱘ㞾✊ᇍ᭄㸼⼎Ζ㾘ⱘӕϮֵᙃ䕗Ў䗣
ᯢΔᢙֱ㛑䕗ᔎΔ㗠乘ᳳ䆹ব䞣ⱘヺোЎℷΖYRᰃᑈᑺ㰮ᢳব䞣Δ⫼ҹ
ࠊᑈᑺᅣ㾖㒣⌢㋴Ꮒᓖⱘᕅડ Ζ ᔧ㾖⌟ؐᰃ2003ᑈᯊ Δ YRপؐЎ1 Δ ৺߭Ў
0 Ζ INDᰃ㸠Ϯ㰮ᢳব䞣 Δ ⫼ҹࠊ㸠Ϯ㋴ⱘᕅડ Ζ ᴀ᭛ᣝ✻䆕ⲥӮ乕Ꮧⱘ
ߚ㉏ᷛޚᇚḋᴀ݀ৌⱘ㸠Ϯ㉏ൟߚЎ22㉏ ΰ ࠊ䗴Ϯপϸԡҷⷕߚ㉏ Δ ݊Ҫ㸠
Ϯপϔԡҷⷕߚ㉏αΔᑊҹݰϮ㉏ϞᏖ݀ৌЎখ✻㋏Δ䆒㕂20Ͼ㸠Ϯ㰮ᢳব䞣
ΰࠨ䰸њ䞥㵡ϮαΖ
㸼1㒭ߎњᴀ᭛Џ㽕ⷨおব䞣ⱘᦣ䗄ᗻ㒳䅵㒧ᵰΖЎњ䙓ܡᓖᐌؐⱘᕅડΔ
㸼1

ব䞣ᦣ䗄ᗻ㒳䅵

ব䞣

ḋᴀ᭄

ഛؐ

ᷛޚᏂ

᳔ᇣؐ

Ёԡ᭄

᳔ؐ

ΔRPGt

1896

0.0181

0.0392

0.0000

0.0000

0.2050

LSHRt

1896

0.4358

0.1712

0.0614

0.4266

0.8500

LSHR_CENt

1896

0.0000

0.1712

−0.3744

−0.0092

0.4142

LSHR_CENSQt

1896

0.0293

0.0288

0.0000

0.0213

0.1716

OSHR2–5t

1896

0.1588

0.1312

0.0020

0.1302

0.5882

GROUPt

1896

0.8718

0.3344

0.0000

1.0000

1.0000

ROAt−1

1896

0.0319

0.0720

−0.3603

0.0390

0.1865

CFPSt−1

1896

0.1040

0.6874

−1.6217

0.0155

3.1122

TOBINQt−1

1896

1.3909

0.3933

0.9772

1.2761

3.2148

RPG_BAL t−1

1896

0.0109

0.0308

0.0000

0.0000

0.1878

LEVt−1

1896

0.4536

0.1896

0.0743

0.4433

1.1070

SIZEt−1

1896

21.0805

0.8893

19.0756

21.0204

23.5964

ΔRPGΚᔧᑈᦤկ݇㘨ᢙ᭄ֱ乱䰸ҹᑈᘏ䌘ѻΙ
LSHRΚϔ㙵ϰⱘᣕ㙵↨՟Ι
LSHR_CENΚ㒣Ёᖗ࣪໘⧚ⱘϔ㙵ϰᣕ㙵↨՟ΔㄝѢϔ㙵ϰᣕ㙵↨՟ޣএḋᴀ
ഛؐΙ
LSHR_CENSQΚLSHR_CENⱘᑇᮍ乍Ι
OSHR2–5Κ2ࠄ5㙵ϰⱘᣕ㙵↨՟ПΙ
GROUPΚ㰮ᢳব䞣Δᔧ݀ৌሲѢ䲚ಶࠊᯊপؐЎ1Δ৺߭Ў0Ι
ROAΚᘏ䌘ѻ䝀⥛ΔㄝѢ݀ৌ߽⍺ᘏ乱䰸ҹᑈᘏ䌘ѻΙ
CFPSΚ↣㙵⦄䞥⌕䞣ΔㄝѢᔧᑈ⦄䞥⌕䞣䰸ҹᑈᘏ㙵ᴀΙ
TOBINQΚӕϮᏖഎӋؐϢ䋺䴶Ӌؐⱘ↨ؐΔㄝѢ⌕䗮㙵ᏖؐϢ䴲⌕䗮㙵䋳؎ⱘ䋺䴶
ӋؐП䰸ҹᑈᘏ䌘ѻⱘ䋺䴶ӋؐΙ
RPG_BALΚ㌃䅵ᦤկ݇㘨ᢙֱԭ乱䰸ҹᘏ䌘ѻΙ
LEVΚ䌘ѻ䋳؎⥛ΔㄝѢ䋳؎ᘏ乱䰸ҹᘏ䌘ѻ
SIZEΚ݀ৌⱘ㾘ΔㄝѢᘏ䌘ѻⱘ㞾✊ᇍ᭄
ϟᷛt㸼⼎ᔧᑈΔt − 1㸼⼎ϞᑈΖ
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਼㡃

Ѣᯁ䕝 ᄭ䫂

៥Ӏᇍ݇㘨ᢙֱ乱䋶ࡵ⢊ⱘމব䞣1%99%ߚԡ᭄Пⱘ㾖⌟ؐ䖯㸠њ
Winsorizing໘⧚Ζḍ㸼1Δ݇㘨ᢙֱⱘᑈথ⫳乱ᑇഛऴ݀ৌᘏ䌘ѻⱘ1.81%Δ
᳔催ⱘ䖒ࠄњᘏ䌘ѻⱘ20%Ζ2㟇5㙵ϰᣕ㙵↨՟ПⱘഛؐЎ15.88%Δ
ҙЎϔ㙵ϰᣕ㙵↨՟ഛؐⱘϝߚПϔᎺেΖᑇഛϞⳟΔ݊Ҫ㙵ϰᕜ䲒ᇍ
ϔ㙵ϰᔶ៤ࠊ㑺Ζ

ѨΕ㒧ᵰঞߚᵤ
ΰϔαऩ㋴ߚᵤ
佪ܜΔ៥Ӏᣝϔ㙵ϰⱘᣕ㙵↨՟ᇚḋᴀߚЎ7㒘Δ↣㒘ⱘ㾖⌟ؐϾ᭄
݇㘨ᢙֱথ⫳乱ഛؐ㾕㸼2ΖҢЁৃҹⳟࠄΔ䱣ⴔ㙵㙵ϰᣕ㙵↨՟ⱘࡴΔϞ
Ꮦ݀ৌ݇㘨ᢙֱথ⫳乱ᯢᰒޣᇥΖϔ㙵ϰⱘᣕ㙵↨՟Ϣ݇㘨ᢙֱথ⫳乱ਜ
㒓ᗻⱘ䋳Ⳍ݇݇㋏Ζ2Ⳉ㾖ഄডњ䖭ϔ⚍Ζ䖭ϢH1(b)ⱘ乘ᳳⳌヺΖ

㸼2

ϔ㙵ϰᣕ㙵↨՟Ϣ݇㘨ᢙֱথ⫳乱ⱘ݇㋏

LSHR(%)ऎ䯈

ḋᴀ᭄

ΔRPGഛؐ

(0, 20]

130

0.0360

(20, 30]

472

0.0241

(30, 40]

273

0.0177

(40, 50]

278

0.0153

(50, 60]

350

0.0134

(60, 70]

277

0.0126

(70, 100]

116

0.0082

LSHRΚϔ㙵ϰⱘᣕ㙵↨՟Ι
ΔRPGΚᔧᑈᦤկ݇㘨ᢙ᭄ֱ乱䰸ҹᑈᘏ䌘ѻΖ

ϔ㙵ϰᣕ㙵↨՟Ϣᦤկ݇㘨ᢙ᭄ֱ乱ⱘ݇㋏

DRPG

2

LSHR
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ऩব䞣ߚᵤ
催ѢЁԡ᭄㒘
ΰN = 948α

ԢѢЁԡ᭄㒘
ΰN = 948α

Ꮒᓖ

Tؐ

0.0151

0.0211

−0.0060***

3.35

0.0155

0.0207

−0.0052***

2.91

0.0179

0.0182

−0.0003

0.16

GROUP = 1
ΰN = 1653α

GROUP = 0
ΰN = 243α

Ꮒᓖ

Tؐ

0.0219

0.0192

0.0027

0.60

Panel AΚᣝROAߚ㒘
ΔRPGഛؐ
Panel BΚᣝTOBINQߚ㒘
ΔRPGഛؐ
Panel CΚᣝCFPSߚ㒘
ΔRPGഛؐ
Panel DΚᣝGROUPߚ㒘

ΔRPGഛؐ

ΔRPGΚᔧᑈᦤկ݇㘨ᢙ᭄ֱ乱䰸ҹᑈᘏ䌘ѻΙ
GROUPΚ㰮ᢳব䞣Δᔧ݀ৌሲѢ䲚ಶࠊᯊপؐЎ1Δ৺߭Ў0Ι
ROAΚᘏ䌘ѻ䝀⥛ΔㄝѢ݀ৌ߽⍺ᘏ乱䰸ҹᑈᘏ䌘ѻΙ
CFPSΚ↣㙵⦄䞥⌕䞣ΔㄝѢᔧᑈ⦄䞥⌕䞣䰸ҹᑈᘏ㙵ᴀΙ
TOBINQΚӕϮᏖഎӋؐϢ䋺䴶Ӌؐⱘ↨ؐΔㄝѢ⌕䗮㙵ᏖؐϢ䴲⌕䗮㙵䋳؎ⱘ䋺䴶
ӋؐП䰸ҹᑈᘏ䌘ѻⱘ䋺䴶ӋؐΖ
*Ε**Ε*** ߚ߿㸼⼎ঠሒtẔ偠10%Ε5%1%Ϟᰒ㨫Ζ

݊Δ៥Ӏḍ㸵䞣䌘ѻ䋼䞣ϝϾব䞣ⱘЁԡ᭄ҹঞᰃ৺ফ䲚ಶࠊߚ߿
ᇚḋᴀߚЎϸ㒘Δᇍϸ㒘ᄤḋᴀⱘ݇㘨ᢙֱথ⫳乱ഛؐ䖯㸠ऩব䞣Ẕ偠Δߚᵤ
㒧ᵰ㾕㸼3Ζ݊ЁΔROAҹঞTOBINQԢѢЁԡ᭄ϔ㒘ⱘ݇㘨ᢙֱথ⫳乱ഛؐߚ
߿催Ѣ㞾催ѢЁԡ᭄ϔ㒘ⱘ݇㘨ᢙֱথ⫳乱ഛؐ Δ ᑊϨϸ㒘ⱘഛؐᏂᓖ
1%ⱘ∈ᑇϞᰒ㨫 ΰPanel APanel BαΖ䖭Ϣ៥Ӏⱘ乘ᳳⳌϔ㟈ΖԚᰃΔᣝ
CFPS催Ԣߚ㒘ҹঞᰃ৺䲚ಶ᠔ሲϸ㒘ⱘ݇㘨ᢙֱ乱ഛؐ≵᳝䗮䖛ᰒ㨫ᗻẔ偠
ΰPanel CPanel DαΖ
᳔ৢ Δ ៥Ӏ㒭ߎњᴀ᭛䞡㽕ব䞣ⱘⳌ݇㋏᭄ⶽ䰉 Δ 㒧ᵰ㾕㸼4 Ζ Ң Pearson
Ⳍ݇㋏᭄ⳟΔব䞣LSHR_CENΕROAΕCFPSΕRPG_BALΕLEVSIZEϢ݇㘨ᢙֱ
থ⫳乱ⱘ݇㋏ヺড়乘ᳳ Δ ᑊϨᰒ㨫 Ζ ҢSpearmanⳌ݇㋏᭄ᴹⳟ Δ ব䞣LSHR_
CENΕGROUPΕROAΕTOBINQΕRPG_BALΕLEVSIZEϢ݇㘨ᢙֱথ⫳乱ⱘ݇
㋏ヺড়乘ᳳΔᑊϨᰒ㨫ΖҢ㸼4ৃⳟߎΔൟΰ1αЁ㞾ব䞣䯈ϡᄬϹ䞡ⱘ݅
㒓ᗻΖ
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−0.0047

0.0054
−0.1762***

−0.0511**

−0.0182

CFPSt−1

TOBINQt−1

0.0397*

0.0253

−0.1581***
0.2301***

0.1596***

0.0563**

LEVt−1

SIZEt−1

−0.0458**
0.0483**

−0.1866***

−0.0450*

0.0135

0.0339

0.0942***

0.0627***

0.0388*

0.0823***

0.0032

−0.0043

0.0511**

−0.1385***
0.0360

0.0459**

−0.6995***

0.0408*

GROUPt

0.0347

0.0788***

OSHR2–5t

0.1658***

−0.2803***

−0.1934***

−0.2249***

0.0870***

0.0432*

−0.0311

0.0172

0.1551***

−0.1096***

ROAt−1

0.0012

−0.0022

−0.0370

−0.0021

0.1643***

0.0359

0.0018

0.0067

0.0066

−0.0274

CFPSt−1

−0.5459***

0.0468**

−0.0034

−0.0184

0.0831***

0.0020

0.1179***

0.0387*

−0.1574***

−0.1174***

TOBINQt−1

0.0310

0.2262***

−0.1038***

−0.0139

−0.1189 ***

−0.0531**

0.0678***

0.0229

−0.1716***

0.5114***

RPG_BALt−1

0.0625***

0.2118***

−0.1716***

0.0520**

−0.4003***

−0.0426*

0.0810***

0.0336

−0.1586***

0.2183***

LEVt−1

0.1434***

0.1116***

−0.6621***

0.0560**

0.1575***

0.0459**

−0.2103***

0.0527**

0.2131***

0.1179***

SIZEt−1

਼㡃

*Ε**Ε*** ߚ߿㸼⼎ঠሒtẔ偠10%Ε5%1%Ϟᰒ㨫Ζ

ᇍ㾦㒓ᎺϟᮍЎPearsonⳌ݇㋏᭄Δᇍ㾦㒓েϞᮍЎSpearmanⳌ݇㋏᭄Ι

ϟᷛt㸼⼎ᔧᑈΔt − 1㸼⼎ϞᑈΙ

ᵒ

ӋؐΙRPG_BAL1Κ㌃䅵ᦤկ݇㘨ᢙֱԭ乱䰸ҹᘏ䌘ѻΙLEVΚ䌘ѻ䋳؎⥛ΔㄝѢ䋳؎ᘏ乱䰸ҹᘏ䌘ѻSIZEΚ݀ৌⱘ㾘ΔㄝѢᘏ䌘ѻⱘ㞾✊ᇍ᭄Ι

CFPSΚ↣㙵⦄䞥⌕䞣ΔㄝѢᔧᑈ⦄䞥⌕䞣䰸ҹᑈᘏ㙵ᴀΙTOBINQΚӕϮᏖഎӋؐϢ䋺䴶Ӌؐⱘ↨ؐΔㄝѢ⌕䗮㙵ᏖؐϢ䴲⌕䗮㙵䋳؎ⱘ䋺䴶ӋؐП䰸ҹᑈᘏ䌘ѻⱘ䋺䴶

乍ΙOSHR2–5Κ2ࠄ5㙵ϰⱘᣕ㙵↨՟ПΙGROUPΚ㰮ᢳব䞣Δᔧ݀ৌሲѢ䲚ಶࠊᯊপؐЎ1Δ৺߭Ў0ΙROAΚᘏ䌘ѻ䝀⥛ΔㄝѢ݀ৌ߽⍺ᘏ乱䰸ҹᑈᘏ䌘ѻΙ

ΔRPGΚᔧᑈᦤկ݇㘨ᢙ᭄ֱ乱䰸ҹᑈᘏ䌘ѻΙLSHR_CENΚ㒣Ёᖗ࣪໘⧚ⱘϔ㙵ϰᣕ㙵↨՟ΔㄝѢϔ㙵ϰᣕ㙵↨՟ޣএḋᴀഛؐΙLSHR_CENSQΚLSHR_CENⱘᑇᮍ

0.1374***

0.0410*

−0.1673***

0.2969***

RPG_BAL t−1

−0.0269

0.0163

0.0415*
0.0357

0.0041

−0.1317***

−0.1428***

−0.6558***

0.0262

0.0298

LSHR_CENSQt

ROAt−1

0.0675***

OSHR2–5t

0.1359***

−0.1831***

LSHR_CENt

GROUPt

0.0458**

LSHR_CENSQt

−0.1610***

ΔRPGt

ব䞣П䯈ⱘⳌ݇㋏᭄ⶽ䰉

LSHR_CENt

ΔRPGt

㸼4
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ΰѠαব䞣ߚᵤ
㸼5Ёⱘ ΰ 1 α ߫ᰃḍൟ(1)䖯㸠ܗಲᔦⱘ㒧ᵰ Ζ ৃҹⳟߎ Δ ব䞣
LSHR_CENⱘ㋏᭄Ў䋳ΔϨ1%ⱘ∈ᑇϞᰒ㨫Ζ㗠݊ᑇᮍ乍LSHR_CENSQⱘ㋏
᭄ϡᰒ㨫Ζ䖭䇈ᯢϔ㙵ϰⱘᣕ㙵↨՟Ϣ݀ৌᦤկ݇㘨ᢙֱП䯈ᄬ㒓ᗻⱘ
䋳Ⳍ݇݇㋏Δϔ㙵ϰᣕ㙵↨՟䍞ԢΔϞᏖ݀ৌᦤկ݇㘨ᢙֱ䍞Ζ䆹㒧ᵰ
ヺড়H1(b)ⱘ乘ᳳΔ㗠ϡᬃᣕH1(a)Ζ䖭㟇ᇥ㸼ᯢΔेՓ䕗Ԣⱘϔ㙵ϰᣕ
㙵↨՟ϞΔ݊Ҫ㙵ϰг≵᳝䍋ࠄࠊ㑺㙵ϰᥣぎϞᏖ݀ৌⱘ⫼ΔՓᕫϔ
㙵ϰ㛑䅽ϞᏖ݀ৌᦤկ䕗݇㘨ᮍᢙֱΖ23ব䞣GROUP10%ⱘᰒ㨫∈ᑇϞ
ᰒ㨫ЎℷΔ䇈ᯢ䲚ಶ᠔ሲⱘϞᏖ݀ৌᦤկ݇㘨ᢙֱ䕗Δᬃᣕᴀ᭛ⱘ؛䇈H3Ζ
ህ㸵䞣݀ৌ䋼䞣ⱘব䞣㗠㿔ΔROA㋏᭄ⱘヺোЎ䋳ΔᑊϨ1%ⱘ∈ᑇϞᰒ
㨫Ζ䖭䇈ᯢϞᏖ݀ৌⱘⲜ߽㛑䍞ᏂΔᦤկ݇㘨ᢙֱⱘ᭄乱䍞ΖTOBINQⱘ㋏
᭄г10%ⱘ∈ᑇϞᰒ㨫Ў䋳 Δ े݀ৌᴹⱘ䭓ᴎӮ䍞ᇣΔ ᦤկ݇㘨ᢙֱ䍞
ΖCFPSⱘヺোЎ䋳Δ䇈ᯢ↣㙵⦄䞥⌕䞣䕗ԢⱘϞᏖ݀ৌᢙֱথ⫳乱䕗ΔԚ
䆹ব䞣ⱘ㋏᭄≵᳝䗮䖛ᰒ㨫ᗻẔ偠Ζ䖭ѯ㒧ᵰᴀ䇈ᯢΔ݀ৌ㦋߽㛑䍞ᏂΔ

㸼5

ব䞣ಲᔦ㒧ᵰ

ব䞣

乘ᳳ

OLSಲᔦ

ヺো

ΰ1 α

ΰ2α

ΰ3α

䎱

?

−0.0401

−0.0318

−0.0409

(0.2363)

(0.4262)

(0.2263)

(0.8893)

(0.0148)

LSHR_CEN

−

−0.0327***

−0.0315***

−0.0293***

−0.0261*

−1.9087***

(0.0002)

(0.0009)

(0.0010)

(0.0882)

(<.0001)

LSHR_CENSQ
GROUP
ROA
TOBINQ
CFPS

23
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−
+
−
−
−

Logisticಲᔦ
ΰ4 α
0.0093

ΰ5 α
−4.5827**

0.0424

0.0327

0.0173

0.0704

0.4950

(0.2663)

(0.4210)

(0.6615)

(0.3103)

(0.8018)

0.0041*

0.0037*

0.0043*

(0.0910)

(0.0729)

(0.0935)

(0.0433)

0.0114**

(0.0781)

0.1824*

−0.0568***

−0.0749***

−0.0562***

−0.0235***

−0.6000

(<.0001)

(<.0001)

(<.0001)

(0.0030)

(0.1567)

−0.0061*

−0.0062*

−0.0057*

0.0075

(0.0559)

(0.0664)

(0.0694)

(0.2677)

(0.0004)

−0.0004

0.0018

−0.0005

−0.0020

−0.2118***

(0.7564)

(0.4889)

(0.7358)

(0.5674)

(0.0133)

−0.6592***

ᔧ✊Δ䖭᳝ৃ㛑ᰃϔ㙵ϰᣕ㙵↨՟䕗ԢⱘᚙމϟΔϡ㛑ᅠܼࠊϞᏖ݀ৌ
ⱘᢙֱއㄪΔ㗠݊Ҫ㙵ϰϔ䍋ড়䇟݅ৠᥣぎ߽⫼݀ৌ䌘⑤Ў݊᠔ӕϮ㵡
䌘ᦤկᢙֱΖᛳ䇶ओৡᅵ〓ҎЎ៥Ӏᣛߎ䖭ϔ⚍Ζ
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但

ব䞣

OSHR2–5

乘ᳳ

OLSಲᔦ

ヺো

ΰ 1α

?

−0.0007

0.0019

0.0011

0.0099

−0.8895

(0.9525)

(0.8769)

(0.9262)

(0.6177)

(0.1206)

?

RPG_BAL

0.1658***
(<.0001)

LEV

+

SIZE

+

0.0134***
(0.0010)
0.0033**

Logisticಲᔦ
ΰ2α

0.2121***
(<.0001)
0.0000
(0.9938)
0.0032*

ΰ3 α

0.1668***
(<.0001)
0.0135***
(0.0009)
0.0033**

ΰ4 α

0.0236
(0.6128)
0.0118
(0.3476)
0.0007

ΰ5α

48.4215***
(<.0001)
1.3945***
(<.0001)
0.2219***

(0.0285)

(0.0694)

(0.0259)

(0.8043)

(0.0072)

ᑈᑺ

ࠊ

ࠊ

ࠊ

ࠊ

ࠊ

㸠Ϯ

ࠊ

ࠊ

ࠊ

ࠊ

ࠊ

N

1896

1765

1896

683

1896

16.55***

13.78***

16.40***

2.40***

1977.14***

20.28

18.34

20.12

5.97

F/−2 LOG
Likelihood
Ratio
Adj-R2/MaxRescaled R

31.84

2

(%)
㸼Ё(1)–(4)߫Ёⱘব䞣ЎΔRPG Δ ㄝѢᔧᑈᦤկⱘ݇㘨ᢙ᭄ֱ乱䰸ҹᑈᘏ䌘ѻ Ι 
(5)߫Ёⱘব䞣Ў㰮ᢳব䞣ΔRPGDΔ݀ৌᔧᑈᦤկᢙ᭄ֱ乱Ѣ0߭পؐЎ1Δ৺߭পؐ
Ў0ΙLSHR_CENΚ㒣Ёᖗ࣪໘⧚ⱘϔ㙵ϰᣕ㙵↨՟ΔㄝѢϔ㙵ϰᣕ㙵↨՟ޣএ
ḋᴀഛؐΙLSHR_CENSQΚLSHR_CENⱘᑇᮍ乍ΙOSHR2–5Κ2ࠄ5㙵ϰⱘᣕ㙵↨
՟ПΙGROUPΚ㰮ᢳব䞣Δᔧ݀ৌሲѢ䲚ಶࠊᯊপؐЎ1Δ৺߭Ў0ΙROAΚᘏ䌘ѻ
䝀⥛ΔㄝѢ݀ৌ߽⍺ᘏ乱䰸ҹᑈᘏ䌘ѻΙCFPSΚ↣㙵⦄䞥⌕䞣ΔㄝѢᔧᑈ⦄䞥⌕䞣
䰸ҹᑈᘏ㙵ᴀΙTOBINQΚӕϮᏖഎӋؐϢ䋺䴶Ӌؐⱘ↨ؐΔㄝѢ⌕䗮㙵ᏖؐϢ䴲⌕
䗮㙵䋳؎ⱘ䋺䴶ӋؐП䰸ҹᑈᘏ䌘ѻⱘ䋺䴶ӋؐΙRPG_BAL1Κ㌃䅵ᦤկ݇㘨ᢙֱ
ԭ乱䰸ҹᘏ䌘ѻΙLEVΚ䌘ѻ䋳؎⥛ΔㄝѢ䋳؎ᘏ乱䰸ҹᘏ䌘ѻΙSIZEΚ݀ৌⱘ㾘Δ
ㄝѢᘏ䌘ѻⱘ㞾✊ᇍ᭄Ιᑈᑺ㰮ᢳব䞣Κᔧ㾖⌟ؐᰃ2003ᑈᯊপ1Δ৺߭Ў0Ι㸠Ϯ㰮ᢳ
ব䞣Κḍ䆕ⲥӮ㸠Ϯߚ㉏ᷛޚΔ䆒㕂20Ͼ㰮ᢳব䞣Ζ
(1)߫ⱘಲᔦЁΔব䞣ROAΕCFPSΕTOBINQΕRPG_BALΕLEVSIZE䞛⫼Ϟϔᑈⱘ
᭄Ι(2)߫ⱘಲᔦЁΔব䞣ROAΕCFPSΕTOBINQΕLEVSIZE䞛⫼ࠡϸᑈ᭄ⱘᑇ
ഛؐΙ(3)߫ᰃ㗗㰥њࠡक㙵ϰП䯈݇㘨݇㋏ৢⱘಲᔦ㒧ᵰΙ㗠(4)߫߭ᰃࠨ䰸ᔧᑈ
≵᳝ᦤկ݇㘨ᢙֱⱘ㾖⌟ؐৢⱘಲᔦ㒧ᵰΖ
(1)–(4)߫ᣀোЁⱘ᭄ᄫЎtẔ偠ⱘpؐΔ(5)߫ᣀোЁⱘ᭄ᄫ߭ЎWald Chi-SquareẔ偠ⱘ
pؐΙ *Ε**Ε*** ߚ߿㸼⼎ঠሒẔ偠ⱘᰒ㨫ᗻ∈ᑇЎ10%Ε5%1%Ζ

&$)5LQGG
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ᴹ䭓ᴎӮ䍞ᇣҹঞ⦄䞥⌕䞣䍞ԢΔᦤկⱘ݇㘨ᮍᢙֱ䍞Δ䍞ᆍᯧ៤Ў
㙵ϰⱘᥣぎᇍ䈵ΔϢ؛䇈H2ⱘ乘ᳳⳌヺΖ
ࠊব䞣OSHR2–5ⱘ㋏᭄ᕜᇣΔᑊϨᴀϡ᳝㒳䅵ᰒ㨫ᗻΔ䖭ϔᅮ
ᑺϞ䇈ᯢΔࠊ݊Ҫ㋴ⱘᚙމϟΔ݊Ҫ㙵ϰᇍϔ㙵ϰ߽⫼ϞᏖ݀ৌ
䖯㸠݇㘨ᢙֱⱘ㸠Ў≵᳝ᰒ㨫ᕅડΖ24RPG_BALⱘ㋏᭄ᰒ㨫ЎℷΔे݀ৌҹࠡᑈ
ᑺᢙֱ䍞Δᔧᑈᢙֱথ⫳乱䍞Ζ䖭Ϣރḍ⽣ㄝΰ2005αথ⦄ⱘϞᏖ݀ৌᢙ
ֱ᳝䖲㓁ᗻ⡍ᕕϔ㟈Δг㸼ᯢњ䆕ⲥӮᇍϞᏖ݀ৌ㌃䅵ᢙֱᘏ乱ⱘ䰤ࠊᗻ㾘
ᅮᑊ≵᳝ᕫࠄ᳝ᬜᠻ㸠ΖℸΔLEVSIZEⱘ㋏᭄ഛЎℷΔᑊϨ䛑ᰒ㨫Ζ䇈ᯢ݀
ৌϞᑈ䋳؎⥛䍞催ҹঞ㾘䍞Δ݀ৌᔧᑈᢙֱথ⫳乱䍞Ζ䖭ѯ㒧ᵰϢރḍ
⽣ㄝΰ2005αҹঞ߬ᇣᑈ䚥ҕ⒵ΰ2005αⱘⷨおথ⦄ϔ㟈Ζ

ΰϝα〇عᗻ⌟䆩
佪ܜΔ㗗㰥ࠄৠϔব䞣ᑈ䯈ⱘ⊶ࡼᗻΔҙ⫼Ϟϔᑈ݀ৌ䌘ѻ䋼䞣ⱘ᭄ؐ
ৃ㛑ϡ㛑ᅠܼড݀ৌⱘⳳᅲ⢊މΔ៥Ӏߚ߿⫼ROAΕCFPSTOBINQব䞣ࠡ
ϸᑈⱘᑇഛؐ᳓ҷ ΰ 1 α ߫Ёⱘ᳝݇ব䞣䖯㸠ಲᔦߚᵤ ΰ Ⳍᑨⱘ Δ LEV
SIZEг⫼ࠡϸᑈഛؐҷ᳓αΖ㸼5Ёⱘΰ2α߫߫⼎њ䆹ಲᔦⱘ㒧ᵰΖৃҹⳟ
ߎΔ䰸њࠊব䞣LEVⱘ㋏᭄ϡᰒ㨫Δ݊ԭব䞣ⱘಲᔦ㒧ᵰϢΰ1α߫ᴀ
ϔ㟈Ζ
݊ΔϞᏖ݀ৌϔ㙵ϰϢ݊Ҫࠡक㙵ϰП䯈ৃ㛑ᄬ݇㘨݇㋏Δҙ
⫼ϔ㙵ϰⱘⳈᣕ㙵↨՟ህӮԢԄ㙵㙵ϰⱘᅲ䰙ࠊᴗΖℸΔ៥Ӏ䖯
ϔℹḍᑈЁ䴆ⱘࠡक㙵ϰП䯈ⱘ݇㋏Δᇍᄬ݇㘨݇㋏ⱘ㙵ϰⱘᣕ㙵
↨՟䖯㸠њড়ᑊΔҹℸЎ㙵ϰⱘᣕ㙵↨՟ΖՓ⫼䇗ᭈৢⱘᣕ㙵↨՟᭄ᇍ
ൟΰ1αಲᔦⱘ㒧ᵰϢࠡܜᑊ≵᳝ᅲ䋼ᗻᏂᓖΰ㾕㸼5Ёⱘΰ3α߫αΖ
ݡΔ៥Ӏ䖬ᇚᔧᑈ≵᳝ᦤկ݇㘨ᮍᢙֱⱘ㾖⌟ؐࠨ䰸ৢ䖯㸠њಲᔦΔ㒧
ᵰ㾕㸼5Ёΰ4α߫Ζ݊ЁΔব䞣LSHR_CENGROUPⱘ㋏᭄ᰒ㨫ϡЎ0ΔϨヺ
োヺড়乘ᳳΖ㸵䞣䌘ѻ䋼䞣ⱘϝϾব䞣ЁΔROAⱘ㋏᭄ᰒ㨫Ў䋳Δ݊ԭ߭ϡ
ᰒ㨫ΖᘏԧϞⳟΔᴀϞᬃᣕᴀ᭛ⱘ؛䇈ΔԚൟⱘᢳড়Ӭᑺ㾷䞞ഛ᳝᠔
ϟ䰡Ζ䖭ৃ㛑ᰃ㾖⌟ؐޣᇥ䗴៤ⱘΖ
ℸΔ៥Ӏ䆒㕂њ㰮ᢳব䞣ΔRPGDΔᔧ݇㘨ᢙֱথ⫳乱Ѣ0ᯊপؐЎ1Δ
৺߭Ў0Ζ⫼䆹ব䞣᳓ᤶൟΰ1αЁⱘব䞣ΔRPGΔᑊ䖯㸠LogisticಲᔦΔҹ㗗
ᆳ㙵ᴗ㒧ᵘ䌘ѻ䋼䞣ᇍᦤկ݇㘨ᢙֱὖ⥛ⱘᕅડΖಲᔦⱘ㒧ᵰ㾕㸼5ΰ5α
߫ΖৃҹⳟߎΔϔ㙵ϰᣕ㙵↨՟䍞ԢΕ݀ৌ䭓ᴎӮҹঞ↣㙵⦄䞥⌕䞣䍞

24

&$)5LQGG

䖭Ϣ㸼4ЁOSHR2-5ϢΔRPGℷⳌ݇ϡϔ㟈Δ䖭᳝ৃ㛑ᰃϸ㗙П䯈ⱘℷⳌ݇݇㋏ࣙ
њ݊Ҫ㋴ⱘ⫼ΔಲᔦЁࠊ݊Ҫব䞣ⱘᚙމϟΔℸ⾡݇㋏⍜༅Ιг᳝ৃ
㛑ᰃϸ㗙П䯈⹂ᅲᄬℷⳌ݇݇㋏Δ㗠ಲᔦൟЁᄬ䞡݅㒓ᗻΔᡞ䖭⾡݇㋏
⏍≵њΖԚᴀ᭛Џ㽕݇⊼㙵㙵ϰⱘ㸠ЎΔ䖭䞠ϡᇍℸⱘܹ⏅خ䅼䆎Ζ
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ᇥΔ݊ᦤկ݇㘨ᢙֱⱘὖ⥛䍞催Ζফ䲚ಶࠊⱘϞᏖ݀ৌΔᦤկᢙֱⱘὖ⥛↨
䴲䲚ಶࠊⱘ݀ৌ催Ζ䖭䖯ϔℹ偠䆕њᴀ᭛ⱘ؛䇈H1(b)ΕH2H3Ζ
᳔ৢΔ⬅Ѣൟΰ1αЁ㙵ᴗ㒧ᵘΕ㾘Ε䌘ᴀ㒧ᵘㄝ㞾ব䞣ᯊᑣϞⳌᇍ
〇ᅮΔⳌᑨഄҹ㌃䅵ᢙֱԭ乱Ўব䞣Δᇚᢙֱԭ乱Ϣއᅮ㋴䖯㸠ಲᔦΔ
ৃҹԧ⦄ߎഛ㸵ⱘ㒧ᵰΖℸΔ៥Ӏ⫼㌃䅵݇㘨ᮍᢙֱԭ乱Ўব䞣ᇍൟ
ΰ1α䖯㸠њ〇عᗻẔ偠Ζ25Ẕ偠㒧ᵰ㾕㸼6Ζΰ1α߫ᰃ≵᳝ࠊϞᑈ݇㘨ᢙ
ֱԭ乱ⱘಲᔦ㒧ᵰ Δ Ϣ㸼5Ⳍ↨ Δ 㸵䞣䌘ѻ䋼䞣ⱘব䞣ROATOBINQҡ✊Ў
䋳ΔԚϡᰒ㨫Δ㗠ব䞣CFPSⱘ㋏᭄ᰒ㨫Ў䋳Δे⦄䞥⌕㔎Уⱘ݀ৌ݇㘨ᢙֱ䕗
Δ䖭㸼ᯢ㞾䑿⦄䞥㔎Уⱘ݀ৌ⬅Ѣϡ㛑㹿㙵㙵ϰⳈ䖯㸠䌘䞥ऴ⫼ΔѢᰃ
ᆍᯧ㹿㙵㙵ϰ߽⫼ᴹ䖯㸠݇㘨ᢙֱ Ζ ݊ԭব䞣ⱘ㒧ᵰϢ㸼5≵᳝ᅲ䋼ᗻᏂ
㸼6

⫼㌃䅵ᢙֱԭ乱Ўব䞣ⱘಲᔦ㒧ᵰ
ΰ 1α

ΰ2α

㋏᭄

Pؐ

㋏᭄

Pؐ

䎱

−0.0644

0.1158

−0.0346

0.2602

LSHR_CEN

−0.0645***

<.0001

−0.0290***

0.0003

LSHR_CENSQ

0.1117

0.1333

0.0596

0.1757

GROUP

0.0019*

0.0625

0.0019*

0.0521

ROA

−0.0119

0.4975

−0.0123

0.3488

TOBINQ

−0.0075

0.1345

−0.0085**

0.0217

CFPS

−0.0066***

0.0075

−0.0038**

0.0456

OSHR2-5

−0.0211

0.1138

0.0009

0.9266

LEV

0.0661***

<.0001

0.0256***

<.0001

SIZE

0.0048***

0.0072

0.0029**

0.0291

1.1227***

<.0001

LAG_RPG
ᑈᑺ

ࠊ

ࠊ

㸠Ϯ

ࠊ

ࠊ

N

1895

1760

11.54***

76.66***

14.31

57.14

Fؐ
2

Adj-R (%)

㸼Ёⱘব䞣ЎRPG Δ ㄝѢᔧᑈ㌃䅵݇㘨ᮍᢙֱԭ乱䰸ҹᘏ䌘ѻ Ι LAG_RPGЎব䞣
RPGⱘϞϔᑈ᭄ؐΙ
݊ԭব䞣ⱘᅮНৠ㸼5Ι
ᣀোЁⱘ᭄ᄫЎtẔ偠ⱘpؐΔ*Ε**Ε*** ߚ߿㸼⼎ঠሒẔ偠ⱘᰒ㨫ᗻ∈ᑇЎ10%Ε5%
1%Ζ
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ᓖΖΰ2α߫ЁΔ៥ӀࠊњϞϔᑈⱘ㌃䅵݇㘨ᢙֱԭ乱LAG_RPGΔ䖭ḋخ
ⱘད໘Ѣ᮶ৃҹࠊᕅડ݇㘨ᢙֱԭ乱ⱘ䘫ⓣব䞣Δг䖥Ѣҹᢙֱথ⫳乱
Ўব䞣ಲᔦ㗠ϡᖙᔎࡴLAG_RPGⱘ㋏᭄Ў1䖭ϔ؛䆒ΖࠊϞᑈ㌃䅵݇㘨
ᢙֱԭ乱ৢ Δ ব䞣TOBINQⱘ㋏᭄বᕫᰒ㨫 ΰ 5%∈ᑇϞ αΔ ᑊϨヺোヺড়乘
ᳳ Ζ ݊Ҫব䞣㋏᭄᳝᠔ޣᇣ Δ Ԛᰒ㨫ᗻ≵᳝থ⫳ব࣪ Ζ 㗠ᭈϾൟⱘ㾷䞞
ΰR2αᐙϞछњΖᘏПΔҹ݇㘨ᢙֱԭ乱Ўব䞣䖯㸠ಲᔦᑊ≵᳝ᬍবᴀ
᭛ⱘᴀ㒧䆎Ζ

ΰಯα䖯ϔℹߚᵤ
1Η㗗㰥㵡䌘⦃๗㑺ᴳⱘᕅડ
ӕϮⱘ㵡䌘㸠Ўফ݊᠔໘ⱘ㵡䌘⦃๗㑺ᴳΖབᵰӕϮ᠔໘ⱘᏖഎϡথ䖒Δ
䞥㵡থሩ㨑ৢΔ᳝߭݊㵡䌘䳔∖ᯊΔ䕗䲒Ң䚼Ꮦഎ㦋ᕫ䌘䞥Ζ䖭ᯊΔ䗮䖛߽
⫼ϞᏖ݀ৌЎ݇㘨ᮍᦤկᢙֱ䚼㵡䌘ৃ㛑ᰃϔ⾡៤ᴀ䕗ԢⱘᮍᓣΖℸΔ
䞥㵡Ꮦഎϡথ䖒ഄऎⱘӕϮৃ㛑᳝䕗ⱘ݇㘨ᮍᢙֱΖḍЁ㒣⌢ᬍ䴽ⷨお
䞥Ӯ⇥㒣⌢ⷨお᠔থᏗⱘЁᏖഎ࣪䖯ⷨおਞ ΫΫπ ЁᏖഎ࣪ᣛ
᭄ρΰ῞㒆⥟ᇣ剕Δ2001Δ2003Δ2004α㸼ᯢΔ⬅Ѣ䌘⑤⽔䌟Εഄ⧚ԡ㕂ҹ
ঞᆊᬓㄪⱘϡৠ Δ ഄऎⱘᏖഎ࣪ᑺᄬ䕗ⱘᏂᓖ Ζ ゟݯᮍ䕊ᔎ
ΰ2005αҹঞᄭ䫂Ε߬ྨᴢ⊝ΰ2005αⱘⷨお㸼ᯢΔഄऎⱘᏖഎ࣪䖯
ᇍϞᏖ݀ৌ᠔᳝ᴗ㒧ᵘϢ݀ৌӋؐⱘ݇㋏ҹঞ݀ৌⱘ؎ࡵᳳ䰤㒧ᵘ᳝䞡㽕ᕅ
ડΖ᠔ҹΔЎњ䙓ܡ䘫ⓣব䞣Δ៥Ӏൟΰ1αЁ䖯ϔℹࠊ㵡䌘⦃๗ᇍ݇㘨
ᢙֱⱘᕅડΖ
ᴀ᭛ߚ߿䞛⫼πЁᏖഎ࣪ᣛ᭄ρЁᦤկⱘ䞥㵡ϮᏖഎ࣪ᣛ᭄Ꮦഎ࣪ᘏ
ᣛ᭄ ΰ ߚ߿⫼FACMARKET㸼⼎ α Ў݀ৌ㵡䌘⦃๗ⱘ᳓ҷব䞣 Ζ 26 FAC
MARKETⱘؐ䍞ԢΔ㸼⼎ᔧഄⱘ䞥㵡Ꮦഎ䍞ϡথ䖒ΔᏖഎ࣪ᑺ䍞ԢΖℸΔ
៥Ӏ乘ᳳΔᅗӀϢ݇㘨ᢙֱথ⫳乱䋳Ⳍ݇Ζ
㸼7㒭ߎњൟ ΰ 1 α Ёߚ߿ࡴܹব䞣FACMARKETⱘಲᔦ㒧ᵰ Ζ Ң㸼
7ৃҹⳟߎΔ㗗㰥㵡䌘⦃๗ⱘᕅડПৢΔൟΰ1αЁॳ᳝ব䞣㋏᭄ⱘヺো
ᰒ㨫ᗻഛϢ㸼5ⱘಲᔦ㒧ᵰᴀϔ㟈Ζ㗠FACMARKETⱘヺোϢ乘ᳳⱘⳌডΔ
Ԛϡᰒ㨫Ζ䖭Ͼ㒧ᵰ㸼ᯢΔ䞥㵡Ꮦഎথሩᑊ≵᳝ᇍӕϮⱘ݇㘨ᢙֱѻ⫳ᰒ㨫ᕅ
ડΙࠊњ㵡䌘⦃๗ব䞣ⱘᕅડПৢΔᴀ᭛ⱘ㒧䆎≵᳝থ⫳ব࣪Ζ
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䲒ΖߎѢㅔ࣪Δ䖭䞠؛ᅮϞᏖ݀ৌϢ݊㙵㙵ϰঞ݇㘨ᮍԡѢৠϔⳕӑΰ㞾⊏
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㸼7

਼㡃

Ѣᯁ䕝 ᄭ䫂

㗗㰥㵡䌘⦃๗㑺ᴳⱘಲᔦ㒧ᵰ

ব䞣

乘ᳳヺো

ΰ 1α

ΰ2α

䎱

?

−0.0512

−0.0526

(0.1431)

(0.1325)

−0.0331***

−0.0328***

(0.0002)

(0.0003)

0.0337

0.0332

(0.3858)

(0.3938)

−0.0006

−0.0008

(0.9569)

(0.9417)

LSHR_CEN

−

LSHR_CENSQ

−

OSHR2-5

?

GROUP
ROA
TOBINQ
CFPS
RPG_BAL

+
−
−
−
?

0.0039**

(0.0496)

−0.0604***

−0.0603***

(<.0001)

(<.0001)

−0.0057*

−0.0057*

(0.0774)

(0.0784)

−0.0009

−0.0009

(0.5903)

(0.5873)

0.1578***
(<.0001)

LEV

+

0.0132***
(0.0015)

SIZE

+

0.0036**
(0.0209)

FAC

−

0.0039**

(0.0512)

0.1583***
(<.0001)
0.0132***
(0.0015)
0.0032*
(0.0694)

0.0008
(0.1477)

MARKET

−

0.0007
(0.3124)

ᑈᑺ

ࠊ

ࠊ

㸠Ϯ

ࠊ

ࠊ

N

1836

1836

F

15.77***

15.73***

Adj-R2(%)

20.48

20.44

ব䞣ΔRPGЎᔧᑈᦤկⱘ݇㘨ᢙ᭄ֱ乱䰸ҹᑈᘏ䌘ѻΙ
FACMARKETߚ߿ᰃഄऎ䞥㵡Ꮦഎ࣪ᣛ᭄Ꮦഎ࣪ᘏᣛ᭄Ι
݊ԭব䞣ᅮНৠ㸼5Ι
ΰ1αΰ2α߫Ёⱘব䞣ROAΕCFPSΕTOBINQΕRPG_BALΕLEVSIZEഛ䞛⫼Ϟϔᑈ
ⱘ᭄Ι
ᣀোЁⱘ᭄ᄫЎtẔ偠ⱘpؐΔ*Ε**Ε*** ߚ߿㸼⼎ঠሒẔ偠ⱘᰒ㨫ᗻ∈ᑇЎ10%Ε5%
1%Ζ
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2Η݇㘨ᢙֱⱘᏖഎডᑨ
ḍ᳝ᬜᏖഎ؛䇈ΔᔧϞᏖ݀ৌথᏗ݇㘨ᢙֱⱘ݀ਞৢΔᡩ䌘㗙ゟेӮᇍ
݊ৢᵰ⧚ߎخᗻ乘ᳳᑊ䗮䖛Ѹᯧᡞ䖭⾡乘ᳳডᑨ㙵⼼ӋḐЁΖ䙷МΔᡩ䌘㗙
ᰃᗢḋⳟᕙᦤկ݇㘨ᢙֱᇍ݀ৌӋؐⱘᕅડਸ਼Λ
ᴀ᭛߽⫼㘮⑤᭄ᑧᦤկⱘϞᏖ݀ৌᢙֱ݀ਞ᭄ΔҢЁᣥ䗝ߎヺড়ᴀ᭛
ᅮНⱘ݇㘨ᢙֱ݀ਞ880ϾᴹẔ偠݊ᏖഎডᑨΖ27៥Ӏߚ߿䞛⫼Ꮦഎൟ⊩Ꮦ
എ䇗ᭈ⊩䅵ㅫњḋᴀ݀ৌ݀ਞ݇㘨ᢙֱџӊࠡৢⱘ㌃䅵䴲ℷᐌ䝀⥛ ΰ ⫼
CAR㸼⼎αΖᏖഎൟⱘԄ䅵ᳳЎΰ−95, −6αΔⷨおⱘにষЎΰ−5, 15αΖ
Ң㸼83ⱘ㒧ᵰৃҹⳟߎΔⷨおにষⱘCARؐྟ㒜Ў䋳ΔᑊϨഛᰒ㨫ΰ-5
䰸αΖҢ݀ਞࠡ5ᓔྟ㟇݀ਞৢ7ΔCARؐᣕ㓁ϟ䰡Δ䖒ࠄ −1.3%ΙПৢΔ
CARؐᇣᐙ⊶ࡼΔࠄ݀ਞৢ15Δϟ䰡㟇 −1.47%Ζ䞛⫼Ꮦഎ䇗ᭈ⊩ⱘ㒧ᵰ䴲
ᐌⳌԐΔ䖭䞠ϡݡ䌬䗄Ζ䖭䇈ᯢᡩ䌘㗙䅸ЎϞᏖ݀ৌᦤկ݇㘨ᢙֱᑊ≵᳝㦋ᕫ
Ⳍᑨⱘ㸹ٓΔᇍ݀ৌ䗴៤њϡ߽ᕅડΔᤳᆇњ݀ৌӋؐΖ㒧ড়Ϟ᭛ⱘߚᵤᅲ
䆕থ⦄ⱘ㒧ᵰΔ៥Ӏ䅸ЎΔ䖭ॄ䆕њ݇㘨ᢙֱᰃ㙵ϰⱘᥣぎ㸠Ўⱘ㾖⚍Ζ

݁Ε㒧䆎Ϣⷨおሔ䰤
ϞᏖ݀ৌᇍᢙֱ䯂乬ϔⳈᰃ䆕ࠌᏖഎϞᮍ݇⊼ⱘ⛺⚍ПϔΖ✊㗠Δᇍ
ℸ䯂乬ⱘᅲ䆕ⷨおᑊϡ㾕ΔᏆ᳝ⱘ᭛⤂г≵᳝Ң⧚䆎Ϟᇍ݊៤ㄝ䖯㸠⏅ܹ
䅼Ζ䖤⫼ࠊᴗ⾕ҎᬊⲞ⧚䆎Δᴀ᭛䅸ЎϞᏖ݀ৌ݇㘨ᢙֱᅲ䰙Ϟᰃ݊㙵
㙵ϰᥣぎϞᏖ݀ৌⱘ㸠ЎΖҹ20032004ᑈϸᑈⱘ៥A㙵ϞᏖ݀ৌЎḋᴀΔᴀ

3
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ϞᏖ݀ৌᦤկ݇㘨ᢙֱ݀ਞⱘᏖഎডᑨ

ᇍѢ15ϾѸᯧ᮹Ⳍݙ㒻݀ᏗњϸϸҹϞᢙֱ݀ਞⱘ݀ৌΔᴀ᭛䗝পϔ
݀ਞ᮹Ўџӊ᮹Ζ
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㸼8

Ѣᯁ䕝 ᄭ䫂

݇㘨ᢙֱ݀ਞৢⱘᏖഎডᑨ

ᯊ䯈にষ

(−5,−5)

਼㡃

Ꮦഎൟ⊩

Ꮦഎ䇗ᭈ⊩

CAR

Tؐ

CAR

Tؐ

−0.0008

−1.25

−0.0005

−0.78

(−5,−4)

−0.0022**

−2.11

−0.0014

−1.43

(−5,−3)

−0.0028**

−2.00

−0.0020

−1.63

−2.25

−0.0027*

−1.83

(−5,−2)

−0.0039**

(−5,−1)

−0.0047**

−2.42

−0.0033**

−2.12

(−5,0)

−0.0065***

−3.00

−0.0048***

−2.69

(−5,1)

−0.0072***

−3.12

−0.0052***

−2.79

(−5,2)

−0.0066***

−2.69

−0.0043***

−2.17

(−5,3)

−0.0092***

−3.41

−0.0064***

−3.04

(−5,4)

−0.0104***

−3.53

−0.0072***

−3.39

(−5,5)

−0.0110***

−3.50

−0.0075***

−3.45

(−5,6)

−0.0133***

−4.01

−0.0097***

−4.21

(−5,7)

−0.0134***

−3.84

−0.0094***

−3.96

(−5,8)

−0.0122***

−3.22

−0.0082***

−3.30

(−5,9)

−0.0125***

−3.12

−0.0087***

−3.30

(−5,10)

−0.0118***

−2.84

−0.0077***

−2.78

(−5,11)

−0.0136***

−3.12

−0.0088***

−3.08

(−5,12)

−0.0138***

−2.99

−0.0084***

−2.83

(−5,13)

−0.0135***

−2.87

−0.0080**

−2.57

(−5,14)

−0.0139***

−2.94

−0.0085***

−2.69

(−5,15)

−0.0147***

−2.93

−0.0091***

−2.75

CARΚ㌃䅵䴲ℷᐌ䝀Δߚ߿⫼Ꮦഎൟ⊩Ꮦഎ䇗ᭈ⊩䅵ㅫΙ
*Ε**Ε*** ߚ߿㸼⼎ঠሒtẔ偠10%Ε5%1%Ϟᰒ㨫Ζ

᭛䗮䖛ᅲ䆕ⷨおথ⦄ΔϞᏖ݀ৌ݇㘨ᮍᢙֱথ⫳乱Ϣ݊㙵㙵ϰᣕ㙵↨՟Ε݀
ৌ䌘ѻ䋼䞣ᰒ㨫䋳Ⳍ݇ΔϢᰃ৺䲚ಶ᠔ሲᰒ㨫ℷⳌ݇Ζ䖯ϔℹẔ偠㸼ᯢΔ㗗㰥
݀ৌ㵡䌘⦃๗ⱘ㑺ᴳϡᕅડব䞣䯈ⱘϞ䗄݇㋏ΙᑊϨᏖഎᇍ݇㘨ᢙֱ݀ਞߎخ
њᰒ㨫Ў䋳ⱘডᑨΖ䖭ѯ㒧ᵰ㸼ᯢΔ䙷ѯ㙵㙵ϰᣕ㙵↨՟䕗ԢΕ䌘ѻ䋼䞣䕗
Ꮒফ䲚ಶࠊⱘϞᏖ݀ৌؒѢᦤկⱘᢙֱΔҢ㗠ᆍᯧҹᦤկ݇㘨ᢙ
ֱⱘᔶᓣ㹿㙵㙵ϰᥣぎΖ
ᴀ᭛ⱘ䋵⤂ѢΔᇍ៥ϞᏖ݀ৌᦤկ݇㘨ᢙֱⱘॳҹঞᦤկ݇㘨ᢙֱ
݀ৌⱘ⡍ᕕ䖯㸠њ㾷䞞ΔᑊϨ佪Ў㙵㙵ϰҹϞᏖ݀ৌᦤկ݇㘨ᢙֱⱘᮍᓣ
ᥣぎϞᏖ݀ৌᦤկњ㋏㒳ⱘ㒣偠䆕Ζᴀ᭛ⱘ㒧䆎ᛣੇⴔΔ㽕ᛇḍᴀϞ㾷އϞ
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Ꮦ݀ৌⱘᢙֱ䯂乬ΔᑨҢᬍ݀ৌ㙵ᴗ㒧ᵘΕ㑺ᴳ㙵ϰ㸠Ўࡴᔎᡩ䌘㗙⊩
ᕟֱᡸⴔΔ㗠Ⳉ䰤ࠊϞᏖ݀ৌⱘᢙֱ㸠Ўৃ㛑ᬊᬜ⫮ᖂΖ
᳔ৢ䳔㽕䇈ᯢⱘᰃΔᴀ᭛ⱘⷨお䖬ᄬϔᅮⱘሔ䰤Ζ佪ܜΔϞᏖ݀ৌ݇
㘨ᮍᦤկᢙֱⱘৠᯊΔгৃ㛑ফ݇㘨ᮍⱘᢙֱΖ㗠㗗ᆳϞᏖ݀ৌᦤկ݇㘨
ᢙֱⱘޔ乱ৃ㛑ড়䗖ΖԚᰃϡᇥ݀ৌᑊ≵᳝ᑈЁϧ䮼䴆݊ফᢙֱⱘ
ᚙ މΔ 28ℸᴀ᭛≵᳝㗗ᆳᦤկᢙֱⱘޔ乱 Δ 䖭ৃ㛑ᇍᴀ᭛ⱘ㒧䆎ѻ⫳ϔᅮᕅ
ડΖ݊Δᴀ᭛㱑✊㗗㰥њࠡ10㙵ϰП䯈ⱘ݇㘨݇㋏ᇍ݇㘨ᢙֱⱘᕅડΔԚ
⬅Ѣ᭄ⱘ䰤ࠊΔᴀ᭛≵᳝䖯ϔℹ㗗ᆳϞᏖ݀ৌⱘ᳔㒜ࠊҎঞ݊ᇍϞᏖ݀ৌ
ⱘࠊᴗ⦄䞥⌕䞣ᴗߚ⾏ᇍϞᏖ݀ৌᦤկ݇㘨ᢙֱⱘᕅડΖݡΔ៥Ӏা㗗
ᆳњϞᏖ݀ৌⱘ݇㘨ᢙֱ㸠ЎΔ㗠≵᳝ᇍ݊Ҫᢙֱᮍᓣ䖯㸠ⷨおΖ䖭ѯ䯂乬䖬
䳔㽕ҹৢ䖯ϔℹⱘ⏅ܹⷨおΖ
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ABSTRACT
The loan guarantees provided by listed companies for external firms have been a focus of
concern by all parties involved in the Chinese securities market. Based on the theory of
the private benefits of control, we think that related-party loan guarantees are a kind
of tunnelling behaviour by controlling shareholders to further tunnel resources from listed
firms, in addition to related-party transactions and embezzlement. Empirical evidence from
2003 and 2004 indicates that the possibility and magnitude of related-party loan guarantees
are significantly and negatively related to the proportion of shares held by the controlling
shareholders, positively related to whether the listed companies are controlled by corpora-
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tion groups, and significantly and negatively related to the asset quality of the listed companies. These relations still hold even after considering the constraints of the financing
environment. The results also show that market returns are negative when a related-party
loan guarantee is announced. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study that systematically provides empirical evidence for the tunnelling behaviour of controlling shareholders via loan guarantees.
Keywords: Related-Party Loan Guarantee, Ownership Structure, Asset Quality,
Tunnelling

I. INTRODUCTION
Since the “Lingguang” event of April 1999, loan guarantees provided by listed
companies for external firms have been a focus of concern by all parties involved
in the Chinese securities market. The magnitude of loan guarantees, such as those
provided by Kmk Co., Ltd., PT Guangdong Kingman, Xinjiang Hops, Topu Group,
and Delong Group, ranged from hundreds of millions to billions of renminbi. Not
only were the malignant loan guarantees harmful to the listed companies’ operations and benefits, but they also led to their suffering losses, delisting, or even
bankruptcy. In the end, both banks and massive numbers of investors suffered huge
losses. To address this problem, the China Securities Regulatory Commission
(CSRC) issued the “Notice Regarding Listed Companies Providing Loan Guarantees” in June 2000, and the “Notice Regarding Regulating Loan Guarantees of
Listed Companies and Nostro Accounts between Listed Companies and Their
Related Parties” in August 2003. The two regulations impose direct restrictions on
the behaviour of loan guarantees.5 However, our statistical data6 show that in 2003
and 2004, the amounts of related-party loan guarantees were around 58.4 billion
and 49.7 billion renminbi, respectively. In this regard, the problem remains serious,
and the following questions arise. Why do so many listed companies continue to
provide large loan guarantees after knowing they will lead to huge losses and that
loan guarantees are clearly restricted by the CSRC? What kinds of listed companies

5

6
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The notice released by the CSRC in June 2000 prescribes that listed companies may not
use their own assets to provide loan guarantees for shareholders, the subsidiaries controlled
by shareholders, the affiliated firms of shareholders, or individuals. The notice released in
August 2003 further prescribes that listed companies may not provide loan guarantees for
controlling shareholders and other related parties in which the proportion of shares held
by the listed company is less than 50 per cent, and for any non-legal-person organisations
or individuals. The amount of loan guarantees provided by a listed company may not exceed
50 per cent of consolidated equity in the latest accounting period. A listed company may
not provide loan guarantees, directly or indirectly, for a company whose debt ratio exceeds
70 per cent.
The data of related-party loan guarantees in existing databases are collected from the
amounts of loan guarantees announced by listed companies, and are not complete and
detailed. Thus, we manually collect the data of the cumulative amounts of loan guarantees
provided by each listed company from annual reports between 2002 and 2004.
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provide more loan guarantees? In this paper, we try to explain these phenomena
through both theoretical and empirical analyses.
Of the various kinds of loan guarantee behaviour, we find that large credit guarantees are the main form. According to the statistical data collected, related-party
loan guarantees constituted 52.75 per cent, 65.38 per cent, and 71.81 per cent of
total guarantees in 2002, 2003, and 2004, respectively. This is the major motivation
leading us to focus on related-party loan guarantees in our research. In this paper,
a related party refers to a party who controls or is controlled by a listed company
directly or indirectly, including controlling shareholders7 or subsidiaries of the listed
company. Since providing controlling shareholders with direct loan guarantees is
prohibited by the CSRC and criticised by the public, listed companies use subtle
or indirect forms of loan guarantees instead of direct ones. In this regard, companies
controlled by listed firms become ideal research subjects. Therefore, we take the
controlling shareholders or the subsidiaries of listed companies as a whole and
restrict related-party loan guarantees within this domain.
As the Chinese stock markets are considered to be operating under a transitional
economy, almost all listed companies are controlled by state-owned enterprises
(SOEs), and their stocks are non-tradeable. The controlling shareholders have the
incentive and the capacity to enjoy the private benefits of control through tunnelling
because investor protection in China is weak. A good deal of literature (Tang and
Jiang, 2002; Ye, 2003; Hu, 2004; Li et al., 2004, 2005) also indicates that controlling shareholders reap the private benefits of control through tunnelling, including
embezzlement, related-party transactions, and restructuring. As we know, a listed
company will have to bear the liabilities when the debts guaranteed by such a
company cannot be repaid on their due date. Owing to the high costs of debt collection, the controlling shareholder will simply let the listed company pay for the
liabilities. Consequently, the controlling shareholder and its related parties may use
the listed company to provide guarantees for their loans without any intention of
repayment, while the listed company has to bear the debts.
When the controlling shareholders use the listed company to provide loan guarantees for its subsidiaries, they can still transfer these loans into their own hands
by related-party transactions, embezzlement, or restructuring.8 When the subsidiaries’ loans come due, the controlling shareholders have already transferred the loan
money by the above methods while the subsidiaries or listed companies bear all
the repayment and related liabilities.9 Even though such tunnelling channels are
complex and costly, they are a feasible choice given the strict vigilance of the CSRC.
Hence, according to the theory of the private benefits of control, we assert that loan
7

8

9
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In this paper, we do not distinguish between the largest shareholder and the controlling
shareholder; both are considered to be the largest shareholder.
In the following section, we discuss the capital transferring process under this situation in
detail.
When a listed company holds 100 per cent or a high percentage of shares in its subsidiary,
tunnelling against the subsidiary by the controlling shareholder is equivalent to tunnelling
against the listed company.
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guarantees are by nature a kind of tunnelling behaviour. Empirical evidence between
2003 and 2004 indicates that the possibility and magnitude of related-party loan
guarantees are significantly and negatively related to the proportion of shares held
by the largest shareholder, positively related to whether the listed firm is controlled
by a corporation group, and significantly and negatively related to asset quality.
These relations still hold even after considering the constraints of the financing
environment. The results also show that market returns are negative when a relatedparty loan guarantee is announced. These results indicate that loan guarantees are
a kind of tunnelling used by controlling shareholders to obtain benefits from listed
companies. They also indicate that controlling shareholders are more likely to use
the listed companies’ intangible assets (reputation) to provide loan guarantees in
order to engage in tunnelling when regular tunnelling methods, such as embezzlement, related-party sales, and restructuring, are not as effective because of low asset
quality.
Our research has academic implications in that it provides theoretical explanations for why and how firms are inclined to provide related-party loan guarantees,
and supports the hypotheses with empirical evidence. Ours is the first study to
provide empirical evidence for controlling shareholders’ use of related-party loan
guarantees given by listed companies for tunnelling purposes. Our study also has
policy implications to the effect that reforming ownership structure, regulating
controlling shareholders, and promoting investor protection are more effective in
solving problems arising from loan guarantees provided by listed companies than
directly restricting them from offering the guarantees.
This paper is organised as follows. In Section II, we review previous literature.
In Section III, we analyse loan guarantee behaviour from a theoretical perspective
and propose the hypotheses. Section IV describes the research design, and Section
V presents the empirical results. The paper concludes in the final section.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
In Western developed markets, loan guarantees are a form of fair trading in the
sense that the loan guarantor maximises its own profits through trading off benefits
and risks. Previous research mainly consists of analytical studies on how to price
loan guarantees. Merton (1977) first proves that a loan guarantee is equivalent to a
European put option and develops the loan guarantee pricing model. Merton’s model
implies that common bond value is equal to the value of a default-free bond (with
an implicit or explicit guarantee clause) minus the value of the loan guarantee
(based on the default-free bond). Following Merton’s model, Fischer, Keber, and
Maringer (2001) propose a more complicated model that can be applied to loan
guarantees with different duration structures, payment methods, and repurchasing
clauses. In this regard, this model is closer to reality. Other scholars like Jones and
Mason (1980) propose a risk-free-based loan guarantee pricing model that indicates
that loan guarantee value is higher when bond risks, as measured by the variance
of firm asset returns, are higher. Johnson and Stulz (1987) also provide a model to
prove that loan guarantee value is a function of the default possibility of risky
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securities. The implication is that in developed markets, loan guarantees are a kind
of market-based transaction that is based on trading off risks and returns.
However, loan guarantee behaviour differs somewhat in the immature securities
market in China. Many cases indicate that related-party loan guarantees within a
group turn listed companies into “automated teller machines” for controlling shareholders. The main forms of behaviour include providing related parties with large
amounts of free guaranteed loans, providing total guarantees representing a high
percentage or more than 100 per cent of net assets, and providing loan guarantees
for related parties with high financial risks within the group. Obviously, these kinds
of behaviour completely differ from Western counterparts; hence, loan guarantees
have generated concerns on the part of domestic scholars. Owing to limitations on
data availability, there is relatively less empirical research in this field. Feng et al.
(2005) describe and analyse the statistical features of the loan guarantee behaviour
of Chinese listed companies and further analyse empirically the factors influencing
such behaviour. They find that the loan guarantee behaviour of listed companies
shows both preference and continuity, and that banks transfer their function of
assessing and deciding on loan guarantee risks to the listed companies. However,
they do not differentiate between related-party and non-related-party loan guarantees, and they put more emphasis on descriptive statistics and correlation testing.
Based on 2002 data, Liu and Zheng (2005) document the relation between listed
company loan guarantees and firm performance and capital structure. Through
logistic regressions, they find that listed firms with inferior performance and high
debt-asset ratios are more likely to provide loan guarantees. However, they do not
test the magnitude of these guarantees using continuous parameters. One of the
empirical studies mentioned above does not establish a theoretical framework in
connection with related-party loan guarantees of listed companies for further investigation, while the other does not provide sufficient evidence. Hence, there is no
adequate empirical research using a large sample size to study related-party loan
guarantees of listed companies in China.
We can conclude from the literature review that the related-party loan guarantees
of listed companies in China differ from those in Western economies, and that the
loan guarantee theories developed from Western mature markets cannot validly
explain loan guarantee behaviour in China. There is currently no adequate empirical
study using a large sample to examine the related-party loan guarantees of listed
companies. Further investigations in this field are needed. Considering the special
institutional background in China in terms of an emerging transitional market, we
posit that the theory of the private benefits of control will be helpful in explaining
loan guarantees, and particularly related-party guarantees, in China. In the following section, we analyse this issue in detail.

III. THEORETICAL ANALYSES, INSTITUTIONAL BACKGROUND,
AND RESEARCH HYPOTHESES
Grossman and Hart (1988) are the first to talk about the concept of controlling
benefits, which refers to the benefits that controlling shareholders reap through
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utilising their controlling rights. Shleifer and Vishny (1997) point out that controlling shareholders seek private benefits at the expense of other shareholders’ interests
when ownership is concentrated and investors are not well protected by law. Consequently, a severe agency problem between controlling shareholders and minority
shareholders arises. Johnson et al. (2000) further define tunnelling as behaviour
whereby controlling shareholders transfer the resources of listed companies from
minority shareholders to their controlling firms. Claessens et al. (2002) find that
in Asian pyramid firms, controlling shareholders have more incentive to tunnel at
the expense of minority shareholder’ interests when their controlling rights are
larger than their cash flow rights. The basic feature in the Chinese securities market
is that most listing firms are controlled by an SOE shareholder, and the shares of
SOEs are not tradeable. In addition, weak investor protection leads to serious agency
problems between controlling shareholders and minority shareholders. Tang and
Jiang (2002), Ye (2003), and Hu (2004) show that controlling shareholders can
obtain significant private benefits in Chinese listed companies. Li et al. (2004) find
that controlling shareholders possess large sums of the funds of listed firms through
tunnelling. Li, Yu, and Wang (2005) document that when listed companies are at
no risk of being delisted, they seek to tunnel through mergers and acquisitions,
which can destroy firm value. In this regard, the theory of the private benefits of
control helps us understand many “special” issues arising from Chinese listed firms,
though it is questionable whether we can use the theory to explain related-party
loan guarantee behaviour in China.
As we know, loan guarantees are a contingent liability by nature. When debts
are due and debtors do not or cannot repay them, the loan guarantor should compensate for the liabilities. The controlling shareholder can obtain a loan from a
bank when the listed company provides a guarantee for the loan. However, the listed
company often must pay for the debt because the controlling shareholder fails to
fulfil its repayment liabilities when the debt is due. Consequently, the controlling
shareholder is considered to be transferring a sum of funds equivalent to the loan
amount from the listed company (see Figure 1A)10 and can use the loan guarantees
for tunnelling. In fact, listed fi rms like Kmk Co., Ltd., Jifa Agricultural, PT
Guangdong Kingman, Zhongfu Industrial, and Jiuzhou Group bore the compensation liabilities because of the large amounts of the loan guarantees they gave, and
finally became “automated teller machines” for their controlling shareholders.11
Since direct loan guarantees for controlling shareholders are restricted by the regulatory body, and since more cases of financial distress caused by loan guarantees
are being reported, listed companies have adopted more subtle or indirect forms of
10

11
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Theoretically, the guarantee fees paid to the guarantor should be deducted. But in fact, few
listed companies charge fees for loan guarantees, especially under the effective control of
the controlling shareholders.
For example, the company Kmk Co., Ltd., provided loan guarantees of 430 million renminbi for its controlling shareholder, Kmk Group. In the end, Kmk Co., Ltd., bore the
responsibility for compensation and suffered huge losses and delisting.
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Figure 1 Controlling Shareholders’ Tunnelling Behaviour via Related-Party Loan
Guarantees Provided by Listed Companies
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loan guarantee rather than direct ones. The number of cases of listed companies
providing subsidiaries with loan guarantees is thus increasing. In particular, the
number increased dramatically after the CSRC further prohibited listed companies
from providing loan guarantees for controlling shareholders and related parties in
which the listed companies hold less than 50 per cent of shares. According to the
statistical data collected, related-party loan guarantees accounted for 45 per cent,
59 per cent, and 68 per cent of total guarantees in 2002, 2003, and 2004, respectively. Thus, tunnelling through loan guarantees is still effective as well as more
subtle. We provide two concrete cases (see Figures 1B and 1C) to illustrate this. In
the first case (Figure 1B), the listed company provides a loan guarantee for its
subsidiary. After the subsidiary has received the loan, the listed company can transfer
the loan money in the name of internal resource allocation since it has absolute
control over the subsidiary. A review from Shanghai Securities News also comments
that listed companies provide loan guarantees for their subsidiaries in order to take
up loans for their own usage.12 The controlling shareholders can further transfer the
12
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Shanghai Securities News (web version), 2 April 2005, by Lu Wang, cited from Sina news
(http://finance.sina.com.cn).
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loan to their accounts from the listed company, since they effectively control it.
Based on data from 2000 to 2003, Li et al. (2004) find that the controlling shareholders have both the incentive and the capacity to come into possession of large
amounts of funds by tunnelling. The regulation issued by the CSRC in August 2003
prohibits controlling shareholders from possessing the funds of listed firms, and it
required all controlling shareholders to repay the funds they already possessed;
thus, the magnitude of these funds decreased. However, the 2004 annual reports of
listed companies indicate that the funds possessed by related parties amounted to
as much as 134.8 billion renminbi.13 For the Shenzhen stock market alone, there
were 74 listed companies in which the amount of capital possessed by controlling
shareholders exceeded 100 million renminbi.14 It is thus obvious that controlling
shareholders are able eventually to transfer subsidiaries’ loans to themselves. For
the second case (Figure 1C), controlling shareholders control listed companies that
have absolute control rights over their subsidiaries; consequently, the shareholders
can effectively control the subsidiaries. After the subsidiaries obtain loans from
banks with guarantees provided by the listed companies, the controlling shareholders can directly transfer the loan money from the subsidiaries to themselves rather
than from the listed companies by related-party transactions (Jian and Wong, 2004),
embezzlement (Li et al., 2004), and restructuring (Li et al., 2005).15 Since generally
neither the controlling shareholders nor the subsidiaries are listed companies, and
the whole process can circumvent the listed firms and public disclosure, this type
of tunnelling is rather more difficult for the public to detect. When loans are due,
the controlling shareholders have already gained possession of the loan money
through tunnelling resources via the above channels (including the cases shown in
Figures 1B and 1C); meanwhile, the listed companies or subsidiaries have to bear
the responsibility for the related compensation.16 Of course, the process of tunnelling through loan guarantees provided for subsidiaries is costly and more complicated
than the direct tunnelling of resources from listed companies; however, it is still a
feasible choice given the strict vigilance of the CSRC and the intense concern of
the parties involved in the market. In fact, many cases reflect this situation. According to news reports, Zhongbao Qiu, who was the ultimate controller of three listed
companies, including Fujian Sannong, ST Longchang, and Zhejiang Haina, used
these companies to provide loan guarantees for their subsidiaries in order to obtain
bank loans. At the same time, he tunnelled enormous resources from the listed
companies or their subsidiaries through embezzling as much as 1.6 billion renminbi

13
14
15

16
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Guangzhou Daily, 15 June 2005, quoted from news.dayoo.com.
From Stockstar, 29 November 2005 (http://www.stockstar.com).
Although the literature discusses the tunnelling behaviour of controlling shareholders,
tunnelling can also be achieved between the controlling shareholders and the subsidiaries
of listed companies since the former can effectively control the latter.
When a listed company holds 100 per cent or a high percentage of shares of the subsidiary,
tunnelling against the subsidiary by the controlling shareholders is equivalent to tunnelling
against the listed company.
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in funds.17 In conclusion, controlling shareholders can achieve their tunnelling aims,
whether the listed companies provide loan guarantees for them directly or for their
subsidiaries. The question is, what factors influence controlling shareholders’ tunnelling behaviour? In the following section, we develop hypotheses based on our
analyses.
According to the classic agency theory, the incentive for tunnelling is influenced
by the ownership percentage of the controlling shareholder. When the percentage
is low, the controlling shareholder bears less of the value loss caused by tunnelling
behaviour (ownership percentage times value loss), and hence has a higher incentive
to tunnel; in contrast, the controlling shareholder has less incentive when its ownership percentage is high (namely, the alignment effect). From the point of view of
tunnelling incentives, the magnitude of related-party loan guarantees decreases
when the controlling ownership percentage increases. In other words, the amount
of related-party loan guarantees is inversely related to the controlling shareholder’s
ownership percentage. However, a low ownership percentage is also related to a
low capacity for tunnelling. Hence, the controlling shareholder’s tunnelling behaviour
depends on the reactions of other large shareholders. There are two possibilities.
The first is that the largest shareholders can effectively tunnel only through holding
a certain percentage of shares when other large shareholders are able to effectively
curb the misconduct of controlling private benefits. In this scenario, when other
large shareholders hold a relatively low percentage of shares, the higher ownership
percentage held by the controlling shareholder leads to a larger capacity for tunnelling and a larger amount of related-party loan guarantees. However, the incentive
to tunnel decreases to some extent as the ownership percentage increases, and the
magnitude of tunnelling decreases. Therefore, in general, the relation between the
amount of related-party loan guarantees and ownership percentage should assume
an inverted U-shape. The second possibility is that if other large shareholders cannot
effectively restrain the largest shareholders’ tunnelling behaviour, or even collude
with them to deprive minority shareholders’ of their interests (Zhu and Wang, 2004;
Xia and Fang, 2005),18 then the largest shareholders can tunnel resources even when
they hold a relatively low ownership percentage. Considering the incentives for
tunnelling altogether, generally the amount of related-party loan guarantees is
inversely related to the ownership percentage.19 We thus develop the following
hypotheses:

17

18

19
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Legal Daily, 23 March 2008, quoted from the Xinhua internet (http://news.xinhuanet.
com).
Zhu and Wang (2004) find that tunnelling is severe when the ownership percentages are
more or less the same with one another among the largest shareholders. Xia and Fang
(2005) also find a negative relation between firm value and the sum of ownership percentages of other large shareholders.
We appreciate the anonymous referees for pointing out the two possible situations where
the proportion of shares held by the largest shareholder is lower.
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H1(a): The relation between the amount of related-party loan guarantees
and the controlling shareholders’ ownership percentage will assume an
inverted U-shape.
H1(b): The amount of related-party loan guarantees will be in a linear
inverse relation to the controlling shareholders’ ownership percentage.
The existing literature indicates that controlling shareholders tunnel resources
through asset sales to themselves at low prices or to firms in which they have higher
cash flow rights (Zhou et al., 2003), through embezzlement (Li et al., 2004), through
restructuring (Li et al., 2005), and through related-party transactions (Jian and
Wong, 2004). On the one hand, if the asset quality of a listed company is good,
the controlling shareholders can yield high returns through devoting effort to operations, while on the other they can use the above relatively direct methods for tunnelling if that is their intention. Therefore, the controlling shareholders may forbid
the listed company from providing related-party loan guarantees. However, when
the asset quality of a listed company is inferior, especially with low profitability,
low cash flows, and fewer growth opportunities, the controlling shareholders cannot
reap satisfactory returns, and the benefits derived from the above tunnelling channels are meagre. They may then make the listed company provide more related-party
loan guarantees for tunnelling and yield the private benefits of control by using the
listed company’s reputation. Thus, the asset quality of a listed company will influence the amount of related-party loan guarantees.20
H2: The poorer the quality of a listed company’s assets, the larger will be
the amount of related-party loan guarantees.
In addition, how the controlling shareholders control the listed company also
influences related-party guarantees. Within a group, the controlling shareholders
can separate controlling rights and cash flow rights through cross-holdings or a
pyramid structure, thereby reducing the counteracting effects of the private benefits
of control on the sharing benefits of control; thus, the incentives for tunnelling
increase (Wolfenzon, 1999). More importantly, the connection between firms within
a group is more complicated and subtle, often making it difficult for external investors to detect. The nature of related-party transactions is more easily hidden by
these complicated and subtle connections. Related-party loan guarantees through

20
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If the creditors (banks) effectively played their roles of risk identification and prevention,
they should refuse to provide loans when the asset quality of a listed company is poor.
However, Feng et al. (2005) point out that banks treasure their clients and neglect risk
concerns since there are so few listed firms. In addition, banks always put more emphasis
on the magnitude of loans and less on returns owing to their being state-owned and their
distorted incentives for lending, and thus they reduce their scrutiny of listed firms. Liu and
Zheng (2005) also find that companies with poorer performance are more likely to provide
loan guarantees. Hence, we do not consider the impact of banks on loan guarantees provided by listed companies. We are grateful for the comments from the anonymous
referees.
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complicated connections within a group can thus circumvent supervision, especially
when the CSRC restricts listed companies from providing loan guarantees. Thus,
listed companies controlled by group companies may provide more loan
guarantees.
H3: Listed companies controlled by group companies will provide more loan
guarantees.

IV. RESEARCH DESIGN
4.1 Sample Selection
We include all listed companies in the Chinese A-share market between 2003 and
2004 in our sample. After excluding the financial companies and companies with
missing observations, we obtain 1896 observations in the final sample, including
973 observations for 2003 and 923 observations for 2004. We take all related-party
loan guarantee data manually from the annual reports of listed companies published
on the websites of the Shanghai and Shenzhen Stock Exchanges. We also compile
the proportions of shares held by the largest shareholders and the relationshipadjusted ownership percentages according to the annual reports. The other corporate
governance and financial data are sourced from the CSMAR database jointly
developed by the China Accounting and Finance Research Centre of Hong Kong
Polytechnic University and Shenzhen GTA Information Technology Co., Ltd.
4.2 Model and Variables
We use the model below to test the hypotheses described in the previous
sections:
ΔRPGt = β 0 + β1 ∗ LSHR _ CEN t + β 2 ∗ LSHR _ CENSQt + β3 ∗ GROUPt +
β 4 ∗ ROAt −1 + β 5 ∗ CFPSt −1 + β6 ∗ TOBINQt −1 + β 7 ∗ OSHR2-5t +
β8 ∗ RPG _ BALt −1 + β 9 ∗ LEVt −1 + β10 ∗ SIZEt −1 + β11 ∗ YR +
20

∑β
i =1

11+ i

∗ INDi + δ

(1)

The subscript t represents the current year and t − 1 represents the previous year.
All variables are defined as follows.
4.2.1 Dependent Variable
ΔRPG is the change in related-party loan guarantees provided by the listed companies in the current year, scaled by total assets at the end of the fiscal year. To
calculate the change in the amount of loan guarantees, we use the difference between
the cumulative amount of related-party loan guarantees for the current year and
that for the previous year, both of which we collect manually. Although the CSRC
has issued a number of rules to regulate the provision of related-party loan
guarantees, many listed companies do not make standardised disclosures on the
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guarantees they provide. Through comparing corporate annual reports and announcements of related-party loan guarantees, we find that in existing databases, information on the amounts of these guarantees is neither complete nor detailed, or there
are missing records, or the data do not meet the definitions in this study. We thus
manually collect the data for these guarantees. We use the change in the amount
of related-party loan guarantees provided in the current year as the dependent variable in Model (1), because we think that the controlling shareholders will choose
to tunnel resources from companies with low asset quality. When the asset quality
of a listed company deteriorates, it is easier for the controlling shareholders to use
it to provide related-party loan guarantees; in other words, there should be a time
sequence between lower asset quality and the behaviour of providing a related-party
loan guarantee.21 If we use the cumulative amount of loan guarantees as the dependent variable, which reflects the amount of guarantees provided for outstanding loans
cumulated from all previous years, it will be hard to determine the time at which
each related-party loan guarantee is provided, and we cannot examine whether it
is the lower asset quality that leads to a larger amount of such guarantees. In view
of this, we use the change in the amount of related-party loan guarantees as the
dependent variable in Model (1), and use the cumulated amount as the dependent
variable in the robustness tests.22

4.2.2 Testing Variables
LSHR_CEN and LSHR_CENSQ are the centralised proportion of shares held by
the largest shareholder, which equals the proportion of shares held by the largest
shareholder minus the sample mean, and the square of LSHR_CEN, respectively.
Owing to the multicollinearity problem caused by including these two variables
directly into the regressions, we centralise the proportion of shares held by the
largest shareholder using the methods of Xia and Fang (2005). Now the variable
we include in the regression is LSHR_CEN, which equals the proportion of shares
held by the largest shareholder minus the sample mean. According to hypothesis
H1(a), the predictions should be b1 < 0 and b2 < 0; according to hypothesis H1(b),
the predictions should be b1 < 0, and b2 is not significant.
GROUP is a dummy variable, which equals 1 if the listed companies are controlled by corporate groups, and 0 otherwise. Using the methods employed by Li et al.
(2004), we divide the sample into two groups, one consisting of listed companies
controlled by corporate groups and the other not, according to the form of control
by the largest shareholders. The companies not controlled by corporate groups are
controlled by organisations that are not involved in specific business activities, such
as the State-owned Assets Administration Bureau, state-owned asset management
companies, government agencies, schools, and research institutions. The others are

21

22
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This is why we use the data of the previous year for these asset quality variables in regression model (1) as well.
The results of this robustness test are presented in Table 6.
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controlled by corporate groups. According to hypothesis H3, the prediction should
be b3 > 0.
ROA, CFPS, and TOBINQ are three variables that measure asset quality. ROA
is the return on assets, equalling the total profits of companies scaled by total assets
at the end of the fiscal year. CFPS is the cash flow per share, equalling net cash
flow in the current year scaled by total equity at the end of the fiscal year. TOBINQ
is the ratio of the market value of companies scaled by their book value, equalling
the sum of the market values of circulating equity, block equity, and book value of
liabilities scaled by the book value of total assets at the end of the fiscal year. If
the company’s asset quality is good, this means it has strong profitability, larger
cash flows, and more growth opportunities in future. We thus use these three variables, ROA, CFPS, and TOBINQ, as proxies for asset quality measured from the
aspects of profitability and the ability to generate cash flows and growth opportunities in future. According to hypothesis H2, we predict that all signs of the coefficients
of the asset quality variables should be negative. We use the data for the previous
year for these three variables to test whether the poorer quality of a listed company’s
assets leads to a larger amount of related-party loan guarantees in the current
year.

4.2.3 Control Variables
OSHR2-5 is the sum of the ownership percentages of the second to fifth largest
shareholders to control for the effect of other large shareholders on related-party
loan guarantees. Since the other large shareholders may restrict the largest shareholder’s behaviour or collude with it for tunnelling purposes, we do not predict the
sign of the coefficient of OSHR2-5. RPG_BAL is the cumulative amount of relatedparty loan guarantees scaled by total assets. According to the findings of Feng
et al. (2005), the related-party loan guarantees provided by listed companies are
characterised by continuity; that is, the larger the cumulative amount of the guarantees the companies provided in previous years, the more likely they are to provide
larger amounts in the current year. However, since the CSRC has imposed regulations on the ratio of the amount of related-party loan guarantees to total assets, the
larger the cumulative amount of guarantees the companies provided in previous
years, the more likely they are to reduce these guarantees in the current year.
Therefore, we do not predict the sign of RPG_BAL. LEV is the leverage of the
companies, equalling total debts scaled by total assets. Feng et al. (2005) find that
a company’s financial risks are positively related to the amount of related-party
loan guarantees it provides. Liu and Zheng (2005) find that higher leverage leads
to lower equity ownership by the shareholders and larger benefits for the largest
shareholder through tunnelling (most of the losses caused by related-party loan
guarantees are borne by the creditors). So we predict b 9 > 0. SIZE represents the
firm size, equalling the natural logarithm of total assets. Large companies are more
transparent in terms of information disclosure and have greater ability to provide
loan guarantees, so we predict that the coefficient of SIZE will be positive. YR is
a dummy variable for year, which equals 1 if the observation is for 2003, and 0
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otherwise. IND is a dummy variable for industry to control for the industry effect.
We divide the sample into 22 categories according to the CSRC’s criteria (the
manufacturing industry uses 2-digit codes while others use 1-digit codes), and the
agricultural industry is set as the base. We exclude companies belonging to
the financial industry, and we set 20 dummies.
Table 1 contains the descriptive statistics of the main variables of this study. To
avoid the influence of outliers, we winsorise the observations lying below 1 per cent
and above 99 per cent. According to Table 1, the average annual amounts of relatedparty loan guarantees reach 1.81 per cent of total assets, and 20 per cent at the
Table 1 Descriptive Statistics
Variable

N

Mean

Std Dev

Min

Median

Max

ΔRPGt
LSHRt
LSHR_CENt
LSHR_CENSQt
OSHR2-5t
GROUPt
ROAt−1
CFPSt−1
TOBINQt−1
RPG_BALt−1
LEVt−1
SIZEt−1

1896
1896
1896
1896
1896
1896
1896
1896
1896
1896
1896
1896

0.0181
0.4358
0.0000
0.0293
0.1588
0.8718
0.0319
0.1040
1.3909
0.0109
0.4536
21.0805

0.0392
0.1712
0.1712
0.0288
0.1312
0.3344
0.0720
0.6874
0.3933
0.0308
0.1896
0.8893

0.0000
0.0614
−0.3744
0.0000
0.0020
0.0000
−0.3603
−1.6217
0.9772
0.0000
0.0743
19.0756

0.0000
0.4266
−0.0092
0.0213
0.1302
1.0000
0.0390
0.0155
1.2761
0.0000
0.4433
21.0204

0.2050
0.8500
0.4142
0.1716
0.5882
1.0000
0.1865
3.1122
3.2148
0.1878
1.1070
23.5964

ΔRPG: the amount of related-party loan guarantees provided in the current year, scaled by
total assets at the end of the fiscal year;
LSHR: the proportion of shares held by the largest shareholder;
LSHR_CEN: the centralised proportion of shares held by the largest shareholder, equalling
the proportion of shares held by the largest shareholder minus the sample mean;
LSHR_CENSQ: the square of LSHR_CEN;
OSHR2-5: the sum of the proportions of shares held by the second to fifth largest
shareholders;
GROUP: a dummy variable, equalling 1 if the listed companies are controlled by corporate
groups, and 0 otherwise;
ROA: return on assets, equalling total profits of the companies divided by total assets at
the end of the fiscal year;
CFPS: cash flow per share, equalling cash flows in the current year scaled by total equity
at the end of the fiscal year;
TOBINQ: the ratio of market value to book value of the companies, equalling the sum of
the market values of circulating equity, block equity, and the book value of liabilities, scaled
by the book value of total assets at the end of the fiscal year;
RPG_BAL: the cumulative amount of related-party loan guarantees scaled by total
assets;
LEV: leverage, equalling total debts divided by total assets;
SIZE: firm size, equalling the natural logarithm of total assets.
The subscript t expresses the current year and t − 1 the previous year.
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highest. The average sum of the second to fifth largest shareholders’ ownership
percentages is 15.88 per cent, which is only one-third of the largest shareholder’s
ownership percentage. On average, the other large shareholders are unable to restrict
the largest shareholder’s behaviour.

V. EMPIRICAL RESULTS AND ANALYSES
5.1 Univariate Analyses
First, we divide the sample into seven sub-samples by the proportion of shares held
by the largest shareholder; Table 2 presents the sample size and the average amount
of related-party loan guarantees provided by each sub-sample. From this table we
see that the amount of guarantees decreases apparently as the proportion of shares
held by the largest shareholder increases. The proportion of these shares is linearly
and negatively associated with the amount of related-party loan guarantees. Figure
2 shows this relationship, which is consistent with our hypothesis H1(b).
Table 2 Relationship between the Proportion of Shares Held by the Largest Shareholder
and the Amount of Related-Party Loan Guarantees
LSHR (%) Intervals

N

Means of ΔRPG

(0, 20]
(20, 30]
(30, 40]
(40, 50]
(50, 60]
(60, 70]
(70, 100]

130
472
273
278
350
277
116

0.0360
0.0241
0.0177
0.0153
0.0134
0.0126
0.0082

LSHR: the proportion of shares held by the largest shareholder;
ΔRPG: the amount of related-party loan guarantees provided in the current year, scaled by
total assets at the end of the fiscal year.
Figure 2 Relationship between the Proportion of Shares Held by the Largest Shareholders
and the Amount of Related-Party Loan Guarantees
0.05

DRPG

0.04
0.03
0.02
0.01
0
(0, 20]

(20, 30]

(30, 40]

(40, 50]

(50, 60]

(60, 70]

(70, 100]

LSHR (%)
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Table 3 Univariate Analyses
Above Median
Group
(N = 948)

Below Median
Group
(N = 948)

Differences

T-Values

0.0211

−0.0060***

3.35

Panel B: Sub-samples divided by TOBINQ
0.0155
0.0207
Means of ΔRPG

−0.0052***

2.91

Panel C: Sub-samples divided by CFPS
0.0179
Means of ΔRPG

−0.0003

0.16

Difference
0.0027

T-Value
0.60

Panel A: Sub-samples divided by ROA
0.0151
Means of ΔRPG

0.0182

Panel D: Sub-samples divided by GROUP
GROUP = 1
GROUP = 0
(N = 1653)
(N = 243)
0.0219
0.0192
Means of ΔRPG

ΔRPG: the amount of related-party loan guarantees provided in the current year, scaled by
total assets at the end of the fiscal year;
GROUP: a dummy variable, equalling 1 if the listed companies are controlled by corporate
groups, and 0 otherwise;
ROA: return on assets, equalling total profits of the companies divided by total assets at
the end of the fiscal year;
CFPS: cash flow per share, equalling cash flows in the current year scaled by total equity
at the end of the fiscal year;
TOBINQ: the ratio of market value to book value of the companies, equalling the sum of
the market values of circulating equity, block equity, and the book value of liabilities, scaled
by the book value of total assets at the end of the fiscal year;
*, **, and *** denote significance at the 10 per cent, 5 per cent, and 1 per cent levels in
two-tailed T tests, respectively.

Afterwards, we divide the sample into two sub-samples using four criteria. The
first three criteria are based on the median values of the three asset quality variables,
while the last is based on whether or not the listed companies are controlled by
corporate groups. We conduct univariate analyses between the sub-samples respectively. The results are presented in Table 3, which shows that the sub-samples with
ROA and TOBINQ below the median values have provided more related-party loan
guarantees than those with those variables above the median values; the differences
are significant at the 1 per cent level (Panels A and B). Thus, the results are consistent with our predictions. But the differences between the two sub-samples divided
based on the median of CFPS and on whether the listed companies are controlled
by corporate groups are not significant (Panels C and D).
Finally, we provide the correlation matrix of the key variables in Table 4. From
the Pearson correlation matrix, we find that the relationships between variables
LSHR_CEN, ROA, CFPS, RPG_BAL, LEV, and SIZE and the amount of relatedparty loan guarantees are consistent with our predictions and are significant. From
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−0.1610***
0.0458**
0.0675***
0.0041
−0.1428***
−0.0511**
−0.0182
0.2969***
0.1596***
0.0563**
0.1359***
−0.6558***
0.0415*
0.0357
0.0054
−0.1762***
−0.1673***
−0.1581***
0.2301***

−0.1831***
−0.1317***
0.0397*
0.0163
−0.0269
−0.0047
0.0410*
0.0253
0.1374***

0.0298
0.0262

0.0408*
0.0347
0.0459**
0.0360

GROUPt

0.0511**
−0.0043
0.0942***
0.0032
0.0339
0.0823*** 0.0135
0.0388*
−0.0450*
0.0627*** −0.0458**
−0.1866*** 0.0483**

0.0788***
−0.6995***
−0.1385***

LSHR_CENt LSHR_CENSQt OSHR2-5t

CFPSt−1

−0.1096*** −0.0274
0.1551*** 0.0066
0.0172
0.0067
−0.0311
0.0018
0.0432*
0.0359
0.1643***
0.0870***
−0.2249*** −0.0021
−0.1934*** −0.0370
−0.2803*** −0.0022
0.1658*** 0.0012

ROAt−1

−0.0034
0.0468**
−0.5459***

−0.1174***
−0.1574***
0.0387*
0.1179***
0.0020
0.0831***
−0.0184

TOBINQt−1

0.2262***
0.0310

0.5114***
−0.1716***
0.0229
0.0678***
−0.0531**
−0.1189 ***
−0.0139
−0.1038***

SIZEt−1

0.2183*** 0.1179***
−0.1586*** 0.2131***
0.0336
0.0527**
0.0810*** −0.2103***
−0.0426*
0.0459**
−0.4003*** 0.1575***
0.0520**
0.0560**
−0.1716*** −0.6621***
0.2118*** 0.1116***
0.1434***
0.0625***

RPG_BALt−1 LEVt−1

ΔRPG: the amount of related-party loan guarantees provided in the current year, scaled by total assets at the end of the fiscal year; LSHR_CEN: the centralised proportion of
shares held by the largest shareholder, equalling the proportion of shares held by the largest shareholder minus the sample mean; LSHR_CENSQ: the square of LSHR_CEN;
OSHR2-5: the sum of the proportions of shares held by the second to fifth largest shareholders; GROUP: a dummy variable, equalling 1 if the listed companies are controlled
by corporate groups, and 0 otherwise; ROA: return on assets, equalling total profits of the companies divided by total assets at the end of the fiscal year; CFPS: cash flow per
share, equalling cash flows in the current year scaled by the total equity at the end of the fiscal year; TOBINQ: the ratio of market value to book value of the companies, equalling the sum of the market values of circulating equity, block equity, and the book value of liabilities, scaled by the book value of total assets at the end of the fiscal year; RPG_BAL:
the cumulative amount of related-party loan guarantees scaled by total assets; LEV: leverage, equalling total debts divided by total assets; SIZE: firm size, equalling the natural
logarithm of total assets.
The subscript t expresses the current year and t − 1 expresses the previous year.
The left lower part of the diagonal presents the Pearson correlations and the right upper part the Spearman correlations;
*, **, and *** denote significance at the 10 per cent, 5 per cent, and 1 per cent levels in two-tailed T tests, respectively.

ΔRPGt
LSHR_CENt
LSHR_CENSQt
OSHR2-5t
GROUPt
ROAt−1
CFPSt−1
TOBINQt−1
RPG_BALt−1
LEVt−1
SIZEt−1

ΔRPGt

Table 4 Correlation Matrix of the Variables
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the Spearman correlation matrix, we likewise find that the relationships between
variables LSHR_CEN, GROUP, ROA, TOBINQ, RPG_BAL, LEV, and SIZE and
the amount of related-party loan guarantees are also consistent with our predictions
and significant. We also see from Table 4 that Model (1) has no severe multicollinearity problems.

5.2 Multivariate Regressions
Column (1) of Table 5 presents the results of the multivariate regressions based
on Model (1). We see that the coefficient of LSHR_CEN is negative and significant
at the 1 per cent level, but the coefficient of its square is not significant. This
proves that the proportion of shares held by the largest shareholder has a linearly
negative relationship with the amount of related-party loan guarantees; the lower
the ownership percentage held by the largest shareholder, the larger is the amount
of related-party loan guarantees provided by the listed company. The result is consistent with our hypothesis H1(b) but against H1(a), and indicates that even
when the largest shareholder holds a lower proportion of shares, other large shareholders do not restrain the tunnelling behaviour of the largest shareholder, who
can still make the listed company provide a large amount of related-party loan
guarantees.23 The coefficient of GROUP is significantly positive at the 10 per cent
level, indicating that the listed companies controlled by corporate groups are more
likely to provide more related-party loan guarantees, consistent with our hypothesis
H3.
Among the variables for the asset quality of the listed companies, we find that
the coefficient of ROA is negative and significant at the 1 per cent level. This shows
that when a listed company has lower profitability, it will provide a larger amount
of related-party loan guarantees. The coefficient of TOBINQ is negative and significant at the 10 per cent level, showing that when the company has fewer growth
opportunities, it will also provide a larger amount of related-party loan guarantees.
The negative coefficient of CFPS shows that companies with a lower cash flow per
share provide larger amounts of related-party loan guarantees, but it is not significant. These results prove to some extent that a company with lower profitability,
fewer growth opportunities, and less cash flow per share provides a larger amount
of related-party loan guarantees and is more likely to become the object of tunnelling by the largest shareholders, consistent with our hypothesis H2.
The fact that the coefficient of the control variable OSHR2-5 is small and not
significant proves that after controlling for the other factors, the second to fifth
largest shareholders have no impact on the largest shareholder’s using the listed

23
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Of course, this may be because when the largest shareholder holds a low proportion of
shares, it cannot completely control the listed company’s decision to provide related-party
loan guarantees, and thus seeks to collude with other large shareholders to tunnel resources
from the listed company via related-party loan guarantees. We would like to thank the
anonymous referees for their comments in this respect.



Table 5 Multivariate Regressions
Variables

Predicted
Signs

Intercept

?

LSHR_CEN

−

LSHR_CENSQ

−

GROUP

+

ROA

−

TOBINQ

−

CFPS

−

OSHR2-5

?

RPG_BAL

?

LEV

+

SIZE

+

YR
IND
N
F/-2 LOG
Likelihood
Ratio
Adj-R2/MaxRescaled R2
(%)

OLS Regressions

Logistic Regression

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

−0.0401
(0.2363)
−0.0327***
(0.0002)
0.0424
(0.2663)
0.0041*
(0.0910)
−0.0568***
(<0.0001)
−0.0061*
(0.0559)
−0.0004
(0.7564)
−0.0007
(0.9525)
0.1658***
(<0.0001)
0.0134***
(0.0010)
0.0033**
(0.0285)
Controlled
Controlled
1896
16.55***

−0.0318
(0.4262)
−0.0315***
(0.0009)
0.0327
(0.4210)
0.0037*
(0.0729)
−0.0749***
(<0.0001)
−0.0062*
(0.0664)
0.0018
(0.4889)
0.0019
(0.8769)
0.2121***
(<0.0001)
0.0000
(0.9938)
0.0032*
(0.0694)
Controlled
Controlled
1765
13.78***

−0.0409
(0.2263)
−0.0293***
(0.0010)
0.0173
(0.6615)
0.0043*
(0.0935)
−0.0562***
(<0.0001)
−0.0057*
(0.0694)
−0.0005
(0.7358)
0.0011
(0.9262)
0.1668***
(<0.0001)
0.0135***
(0.0009)
0.0033**
(0.0259)
Controlled
Controlled
1896
16.40***

0.0093
(0.8893)
−0.0261*
(0.0882)
0.0704
(0.3103)
0.0114**
(0.0433)
−0.0235***
(0.0030)
0.0075
(0.2677)
−0.0020
(0.5674)
0.0099
(0.6177)
0.0236
(0.6128)
0.0118
(0.3476)
0.0007
(0.8043)
Controlled
Controlled
683
2.40***

−4.5827**
(0.0148)
−1.9087***
(<0.0001)
0.4950
(0.8018)
0.1824*
(0.0781)
−0.6000
(0.1567)
−0.6592***
(0.0004)
−0.2118***
(0.0133)
−0.8895
(0.1206)
48.4215***
(<0.0001)
1.3945***
(<0.0001)
0.2219***
(0.0072)
Controlled
Controlled
1896
1977.14***

20.28

18.34

20.12

5.97

31.84

The dependent variable in Columns (1)–(4) is ΔRPG, equalling the amount of related-party loan guarantees
offered in the current year, scaled by total assets at the end of the fiscal year; the dependent variable in Column
(5) is ΔRPGD, equalling 1 if the amount of related-party loan guarantees is larger than 0, and 0 otherwise;
LSHR_CEN: the centralised proportion of shares held by the largest shareholder, equalling the proportion of
shares held by the largest shareholder minus the sample mean; LSHR_CENSQ: the square of LSHR_CEN;
OSHR2-5: the sum of the proportions of shares held by the second to fifth largest shareholders; GROUP: a
dummy variable, equalling 1 if the listed companies are controlled by corporate groups, and 0 otherwise;
ROA: return on assets, equalling total profits of the companies divided by total assets at the end of the fiscal
year; CFPS: cash flow per share, equalling cash flows in the current year scaled by the total equity at the end
of the fiscal year; TOBINQ: the ratio of market value to book value of the companies, equalling the sum of
the market values of circulating equity, block equity, and the book value of liabilities, scaled by the book
value of total assets at the end of the fiscal year; RPG_BAL: the cumulative amount of related-party loan
guarantees scaled by total assets; LEV: leverage, equalling total debts divided by total assets; SIZE: firm size,
equalling the natural logarithm of total assets; YR: the dummy for year, equalling 1 if observations are for
2003, and 0 otherwise; IND: the dummy for industry, 20 dummies altogether according to the industry digit
code set by the CSRC.
For the regression in Column (1), the variables ROA, CFPS, TOBINQ, RPG_BAL, LEV, and SIZE use the
data from the previous year; for the regression in Column (2), the variables ROA, CFPS, TOBINQ, RPG_BAL,
LEV, and SIZE use the mean values from the previous two years; the regression in Column (3) combines the
relationships between the ten largest shareholders; the regression in Column (4) excludes the observations
without any related-party loan guarantees in the current year.
The numbers in parentheses in Columns (1)–(4) are the p-values of the t-tests for each estimated coefficient.
The numbers in parentheses in Column (5) are the Wald Chi-Square test p-values for each estimated coefficient; *, **, and *** denote significance at the 10 per cent, 5 per cent, and 1 per cent levels in two-tailed
tests, respectively.
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company to provide related-party loan guarantees.24 The coefficient of RPG_BAL
is significantly positive, that is, a larger amount of related-party loan guarantees
provided by the listed company in previous years leads to a larger amount of the
same in the current year. This is consistent with the results of Feng et al. (2005),
which indicate there is continuity in the related-party loan guarantees provided by
listed companies. This result also shows that the regulations imposed on cumulative
related-party loan guarantees by the CSRC are not efficient. Moreover, the coefficients of LEV and SIZE are positive and significant, indicating that the leverage
and firm size of listed companies in the previous year are positively related to the
amount of related-party loan guarantees provided in the current year. All these
results are consistent with the findings of Feng et al. (2005) and Liu and Zheng
(2005).

5.3 Robustness Tests
First, we consider the fluctuations of the variables during different periods. Using
the data from the previous year only may not wholly reflect the true status of the
listed companies. We use the mean values of ROA, CFPS, and TOBINQ for the
previous two years as proxies for the relevant variables in Column (1) (correspondingly, LEV and SIZE use the mean values of the previous two years as well). Column
(2) in Table 5 shows the regression results using these new proxies, which indicate
that all previous conclusions remain the same except for the coefficient of LEV,
which is not significant.
In addition, a relationship may exist between the largest shareholder and the next
ten largest shareholders, and using only the data of the proportion of shares held
by the largest shareholder may underestimate the actual control rights of the controlling shareholders. Therefore, we combine the ownership percentages of the
related large shareholders according to the relationships disclosed in the annual
reports. The regression results with this new proxy for ownership percentages do
not substantially differ from Column 1 in Table 5 (see Column (3), Table 5).
We exclude companies that have not provided related-party loan guarantees in
the current year, and the results are shown in Column (4), Table 5. The coefficients
of LSHR_CEN and GROUP differ significantly from 0 with the predicted signs.
Among the three variables measuring asset quality, ROA has a significantly negative
coefficient, but the coefficients of the other variables are not significant. In general,
this is still consistent with the hypotheses, but the explanatory power of the model
declines. This may result from the reduced sample size.
24
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This is not consistent with the results in Table 4, where OSHR2-5 and ΔRPG are positively
related. This may be because the previous positive correlation between the two variables
is due to other variables, and once these variables are controlled for in the regressions, the
previous positive relationship vanishes; it may also be because the multicolinearity problem
of independent variables covers up this positive relationship. Since this paper focuses on
the controlling shareholders’ behaviour, we do not carry out a deep analysis on this
issue.
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Furthermore, we use the dummy variable ΔRPGD, which equals 1 if the relatedparty loan guarantee is bigger than 0, and 0 otherwise. We use this variable instead
of the independent variable ΔRPG in Model (1), and run logistic regressions to
examine the effects of ownership structure and asset quality on the probability of
providing related-party loan guarantees. The results, presented in Column (5), Table
5, show that when the largest shareholder holds a lower proportion of shares, the
company has fewer growth opportunities; also, if there is less cash flow per share,
the company will be more likely to provide related-party loan guarantees. The listed
companies controlled by corporate groups are also more likely to offer related-party
loan guarantees. These results further support hypotheses H1(b), H2, and H3.
Lastly, because of the relatively stability of the ownership structure, size, and
capital structure across different periods of time, we could see an equilibrium result
when using the cumulative related-party loan guarantees as the dependent variable
to run the regressions with the determinants. Hence, we use the cumulative relatedparty loan guarantees as the dependent variable to do the robustness test for Model
(1).25 Table 6 presents the results. The first column shows the regression results
without controlling for the cumulative related-party loan guarantees in the previous
year. Compared with Table 5, the coefficients of variables ROA and TOBINQ, which
measure the asset quality of listed companies, remain negative but are not significant. The coefficient of variable CFPS is significantly negative, that is, listed companies lacking cash flow will provide larger amounts of related-party loan guarantees.
This result indicates that in such companies where cash flow is insufficient and the
controlling shareholders are unable to possess the capital directly, tunnelling via
related-party loan guarantees is more likely to occur. The remaining results are
consistent with Table 5. In Column (2), we control for the cumulative related-party
loan guarantees of the previous year LAG_RPG. The advantage of doing this is
that we can control for the omitted variables influencing these loan guarantees, and
it is similar to using the change in the amount of related-party loan guarantees for
the current year to run the regression, without assuming the coefficient of LAG_RPG
to be 1. After controlling for the cumulative guarantees for the previous year, we
find the coefficient of the variable TOBINQ to be significant at the 5 per cent level,
and the sign is consistent with our prediction. Although the coefficients of other
variables are smaller, the significant levels do not change. Meanwhile, the explanatory power increases. Generally speaking, the basic conclusions of this study do
not change when the cumulative related-party loan guarantee is used as the dependent variable for the regressions.

5.4 Further Analyses
5.4.1 Considering the Constraints of the Financing Environment
The financing behaviour of a company is constrained by its financial environment.
If the company is in a less developed market where financial systems remain laggard,
25
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Table 6 Regression Results Using the Cumulative Amount of Related-Party Loan
Guarantees as the Dependent Variable
(1)

Intercept
LSHR_CEN
LSHR_CENSQ
GROUP
ROA
TOBINQ
CFPS
OSHR2-5
LEV
SIZE
LAG_RPG
YR
IND
N
F Value
Adj-R2 (%)

(2)

Coefficient

P-Value

Coefficient

P-Value

−0.0644
−0.0645***
0.1117
0.0019*
−0.0119
−0.0075
−0.0066***
−0.0211
0.0661***
0.0048***

0.1158
<0.0001
0.1333
0.0625
0.4975
0.1345
0.0075
0.1138
<0.0001
0.0072

−0.0346
−0.0290***
0.0596
0.0019*
−0.0123
−0.0085**
−0.0038**
0.0009
0.0256***
0.0029**
1.1227***
Controlled
Controlled
1760
76.66***
57.14

0.2602
0.0003
0.1757
0.0521
0.3488
0.0217
0.0456
0.9266
<0.0001
0.0291
<0.0001

Controlled
Controlled
1895
11.54***
14.31

The dependent variable is RPG_BAL, equalling the cumulative amount of related-party
loan guarantees scaled by total assets; LAG_RPG equals the value of RPG in the previous
year.
Other variables are defined the same way as in Table 5;
The numbers in parentheses are the p-values for each estimated coefficient; *, **, and
*** denote significance at the 10 per cent, 5 per cent, and 1 per cent levels in two-tailed
tests, respectively.

it will find it harder to seek financing from external markets when it needs capital.
Under these conditions, it will be less costly to allow listed companies to provide
related-party loan guarantees in order to win external financing. Hence, underdeveloped markets may have more related-party loan guarantees. According to the
Marketisation Index of China’s Provinces Reports issued by the National Economic
Research Institute, China Reform Foundation (Fan and Wang, 2001, 2003, 2004),
huge variations are found in marketisation levels among different districts within
the territory of China due to different natural resource endowments, geographical
features, and policies. Xia and Fang (2005) and Sun, Liu, and Li (2005) find that
marketisation levels play an important role, influencing the relationships between
ownership structure and firm value, and the debt maturity structures of listed companies. We thus further control for the financial environment in Model (1) to avoid
problems of omitted variables.
We adopt the marketisation index of the financial industry (represented by FAC)
and the total marketisation index (represented by MARKET) as proxies for the
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financial environment.26 Lower values of FAC and MARKET represent a higher
level of underdevelopment of the local financial market. We predict that these variables will be negatively related to the amount of related-party loan guarantees.
Table 7, which contains the regression results including the two variables FAC
and MARKET, respectively, shows that even after considering the impact of the
local financial environment, the signs and significance levels of the coefficients for
the original variables remain unchanged from Table 5. However, the signs of the
coefficients for the two variables FAC and MARKET go against our predictions,
but are not significant. The results indicate that the development of the financial
market does not have a significant impact on listed companies’ behaviour of providing related-party loan guarantees, since the main results remain the same after
controlling for such variables.
5.4.2 Market Reaction towards Related-party Loan Guarantees
According to the efficient market hypothesis, when a listed company announces its
offer of a related-party loan guarantee, investors will have an immediate rational
expectation, which will be reflected in the stock price via transactions. So what do
investors think of the influence of related-party loan guarantees on firm value?
We take data from the listed companies’ announcements of related-party loan
guarantees in the Gildata database, from which we pick 880 events consistent with
the definitions in previous sections to examine market reaction.27 We use a market
model and the market-adjusted method to calculate the cumulative abnormal return
(CAR) around announcements of providing a related-party loan guarantee. We
estimate the market model using data from (−95, −6) days before the announcements, and the event window is (−5, 15). From Table 8 and Figure 3 we see that
CARs in the event window are always negative and significant (except in day −5).
From 5 days before until 7 days after the announcements, CAR continues to go
down to −1.3 per cent. Afterwards, it fluctuates and goes down to −1.47 per cent
15 days after the announcements. The results are similar when the market-adjusted
method is used, and so we do not describe the details. All results indicate that
investors think that listed companies will not get compensation from their relatedparty loan guarantees; this harms firm value and is unfavourable to the listed
companies. Together with the empirical findings and analyses in the previous sections, we believe that the results prove that providing related-party loan guarantees
marks the tunnelling behaviour of the large shareholders.

26

27
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Owing to data disclosure limitations, it is hard to ascertain the locations of the controlling
shareholders and all related parties of the listed companies. For simplification, we assume
that the controlling shareholders and the related parties are in the same provinces as the
listed companies.
For companies making two announcements of loan guarantees within 15 days, we select
the day of the first announcement as the event day.
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Table 7 Regression Results Considering the Constraints of Financial Environment
Variable

Predicted Signs

(1)

(2)

Intercept

?

LSHR_CEN

−

LSHR_CENSQ

−

OSHR2-5

?

GROUP

+

ROA

−

TOBINQ

−

CFPS

−

RPG_BAL

?

LEV

+

SIZE

+
−

−0.0526
(0.1325)
−0.0328***
(0.0003)
0.0332
(0.3938)
−0.0008
(0.9417)
0.0039**
(0.0496)
−0.0603***
(<0.0001)
−0.0057*
(0.0784)
−0.0009
(0.5873)
0.1583***
(<0.0001)
0.0132***
(0.0015)
0.0032*
(0.0694)

FAC

−0.0512
(0.1431)
−0.0331***
(0.0002)
0.0337
(0.3858)
−0.0006
(0.9569)
0.0039**
(0.0512)
−0.0604***
(<0.0001)
−0.0057*
(0.0774)
−0.0009
(0.5903)
0.1578***
(<0.0001)
0.0132***
(0.0015)
0.0036**
(0.0209)
0.0008
(0.1477)

MARKET

−

YR
IND
N
F
Adj-R2 (%)

Controlled
Controlled
1836
15.77***
20.48

0.0007
(0.3124)
Controlled
Controlled
1836
15.73***
20.44

The dependent variable ΔRPG equals the amount of related-party loan guarantees provided
in the current year, scaled by total assets at the end of the fiscal year; FAC and MARKET
are the marketisation index of the financial industry for each province and the total marketisation index, respectively.
Other variables are defined the same way as in Table 5.
The variables ROA, CFPS, TOBINQ, RPG_BAL, LEV, and SIZE in Columns (1) and (2)
use data for the previous year.
The numbers in parentheses are the p-values for each estimated coefficient; *, **, and
*** denote significance at the 10 per cent, 5 per cent, and 1 per cent levels in two-tailed
tests, respectively.
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CAR

Figure 3 Market Reaction to a Listed Company’s Announcement of Providing RelatedParty Loan Guarantees
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Table 8 Market Reaction to the Listed Company’s Announcement of Providing RelatedParty Loan Guarantees
Windows

(−5, −5)
(−5, −4)
(−5, −3)
(−5, −2)
(−5, −1)
(−5, 0)
(−5, 1)
(−5, 2)
(−5, 3)
(−5, 4)
(−5, 5)
(−5, 6)
(−5, 7)
(−5, 8)
(−5, 9)
(−5, 10)
(−5, 11)
(−5, 12)
(−5, 13)
(−5, 14)
(−5, 15)

Market Model Method

Market-Adjusted Method

CAR

T-Value

CAR

T-Value

−0.0008
−0.0022**
−0.0028**
−0.0039**
−0.0047**
−0.0065***
−0.0072***
−0.0066***
−0.0092***
−0.0104***
−0.0110***
−0.0133***
−0.0134***
−0.0122***
−0.0125***
−0.0118***
−0.0136***
−0.0138***
−0.0135***
−0.0139***
−0.0147***

−1.25
−2.11
−2.00
−2.25
−2.42
−3.00
−3.12
−2.69
−3.41
−3.53
−3.50
−4.01
−3.84
−3.22
−3.12
−2.84
−3.12
−2.99
−2.87
−2.94
−2.93

−0.0005
−0.0014
−0.0020
−0.0027*
−0.0033**
−0.0048***
−0.0052***
−0.0043***
−0.0064***
−0.0072***
−0.0075***
−0.0097***
−0.0094***
−0.0082***
−0.0087***
−0.0077***
−0.0088***
−0.0084***
−0.0080**
−0.0085***
−0.0091***

−0.78
−1.43
−1.63
−1.83
−2.12
−2.69
−2.79
−2.17
−3.04
−3.39
−3.45
−4.21
−3.96
−3.30
−3.30
−2.78
−3.08
−2.83
−2.57
−2.69
−2.75

CAR: Cumulative abnormal returns, calculated using the market model and market-adjusted
methods, respectively;
*, **, and *** denote significance at the 10 per cent, 5 per cent, and 1 per cent levels in
two-tailed t tests, respectively.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND LIMITATIONS
The loan guarantees provided by listed companies for external firms have been a
focal issue in the Chinese securities market. However, empirical studies on this
issue are far from being well developed, and little of the existing literature examines
the theoretical causes. Based on the theory of the private benefits of control, we
think that loan guarantees are in fact a kind of tunnelling behaviour on the part of
the controlling shareholders against a listed firm. Using a sample of listed companies
in the Chinese A-share market from 2003 to 2004, this study finds empirically that
the amount of related-party loan guarantees provided by the listed companies is
significantly and negatively related to the ownership percentage of the controlling
shareholders and asset quality, and significantly and positively related to whether
the listed companies are controlled by corporate groups. Further examination finds
that the above relationships do not change after considering the financing environment constraints of the company, and that the market has a significantly negative
reaction towards the announcement of providing related-party loan guarantees.
These results indicate that listed companies that have lower ownership percentages
of control over shareholdings and lower asset quality, and that are under the control
of corporate groups, are more inclined to provide more related-party loan guarantees,
thus making it easier for the controlling shareholders to tunnel resources via relatedparty loan guarantees.
This paper makes the contributions of providing explanations for the causes of
related-party loan guarantees provided by listed companies and showing the characteristics of these companies. It first provides systematic empirical evidence that
controlling shareholders tunnel resources from listed companies via related-party
loan guarantees. Its conclusions predicate that the way to root out the problem of
related-party loan guarantees provided by a listed company is to improve the firm’s
ownership structure, to restrict the largest shareholder’s behaviour, and to reinforce
laws protecting investors. Directly imposing constraints on a listed company regarding the offer of related-party loan guarantees may have only a little effect.
The study still has some limitations. First, listed companies may also accept
guarantees from related-parties at the same time they provide related-party loan
guarantees. As a result, it may be more appropriate to examine the net amount of
related-party loan guarantees. But because many companies do not disclose their
acceptance of guarantees in their annual reports,28 this study does not examine the
net amount of these guarantees; this may have influenced the conclusions. Second,
although this study considers the impact of associations among the ten largest
shareholders on related-party loan guarantees, it does not further examine the roles
of the ultimate controllers and the separation between control rights and cash flow
rights on this issue owing to limitations of the data. And third, we only examine
the related-party loan guarantee behaviour of listed companies, while other forms
28
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Although the CSRC issued strict regulations on the disclosure of loan guarantees provided
by listed companies, it did not require the acceptance of loan guarantees to be disclosed.
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of loan guarantees remain unexamined. All these could be themes for further
research.
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